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The deep sea, the largest biome on Earth, has a series of characteristics that make
this environment both distinct from other marine and land ecosystems and unique for
the entire planet. This review describes these patterns and processes, from geological
settings to biological processes, biodiversity and biogeographical patterns. It concludes
with a brief discussion of current threats from anthropogenic activities to deep-sea
habitats and their fauna.
Investigations of deep-sea habitats and their fauna began in the late 19th Century.
In the intervening years, technological developments and stimulating discoveries have
promoted deep-sea research and changed our way of understanding life on the planet.
Nevertheless, the deep sea is still mostly unknown and current discovery rates of both
habitats and species remain high. The geological, physical and geochemical settings
of the deep-sea floor and the water column form a series of different habitats with
unique characteristics that support specific faunal communities. Since 1840, 27 new
habitats/ecosystems have been discovered from the shelf break to the deep trenches
and discoveries of new habitats are still happening in the early 21st Century. However,
for most of these habitats, the global area covered is unknown or has been only very
roughly estimated; an even smaller – indeed, minimal – proportion has actually been
sampled and investigated. We currently perceive most of the deep-sea ecosystems as
heterotrophic, depending ultimately on the flux on organic matter produced in the overlying surface ocean through photosynthesis. The resulting strong food limitation, thus,
shapes deep-sea biota and communities, with exceptions only in reducing ecosystems
such as inter alia hydrothermal vents or cold seeps, where chemoautolithotrophic bacteria play the role of primary producers fuelled by chemical energy sources rather than
sunlight. Other ecosystems, such as seamounts, canyons or cold-water corals have an
increased productivity through specific physical processes, such as topographic modification of currents and enhanced transport of particles and detrital matter. Because of
its unique abiotic attributes, the deep sea hosts a specialized fauna. Although there are
2363
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no phyla unique to deep waters, at lower taxonomic levels the composition of the fauna
is distinct from that found in the upper ocean. Amongst other characteristic patterns,
deep-sea species may exhibit either gigantism or dwarfism, related to the decrease
in food availability with depth. Food limitation on the seafloor and water column is
also reflected in the trophic structure of deep-sea communities, which are adapted to
low energy availability. In most of the heterotrophic deep-sea settings, the dominant
megafauna is composed of detritivores, while filter feeders are abundant in habitats
with hard substrata (e.g. mid-ocean ridges, seamounts, canyon walls and coral reefs)
and chemoautotrophy through symbiotic relationships is dominant in reducing habitats.
Deep-sea biodiversity is among of the highest on the planet, mainly composed of
macro and meiofauna, with high evenness. This is true for most of the continental margins and abyssal plains with hot spots of diversity such as seamounts or cold-water
corals. However, in some ecosystems with particularly “extreme” physicochemical processes (e.g. hydrothermal vents), biodiversity is low but abundance and biomass are
high and the communities are dominated by a few species. Two large-scale diversity
patterns have been discussed for deep-sea benthic communities. First, a unimodal relationship between diversity and depth is observed, with a peak at intermediate depths
(2000–3000 m), although this is not universal and particular abiotic processes can modify the trend. Secondly, a poleward trend of decreasing diversity has been discussed,
but this remains controversial and studies with larger and more robust datasets are
needed. Because of the paucity in our knowledge of habitat coverage and species
composition, biogeographic studies are mostly based on regional data or on specific
taxonomic groups. Recently, global biogeographic provinces for the pelagic and benthic deep ocean have been described, using environmental and, where data were
available, taxonomic information. This classification described 30 pelagic provinces
and 38 benthic provinces divided into 4 depth ranges, as well as 10 hydrothermal vent
provinces. One of the major issues faced by deep-sea biodiversity and biogeographical studies is related to the high number of species new to science that are collected
regularly, together with the slow description rates for these new species. Taxonomic co2364
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ordination at the global scale is particularly difficult but is essential if we are to analyse
large diversity and biogeographic trends.
Because of their remoteness, anthropogenic impacts on deep-sea ecosystems have
not been addressed very thoroughly until recently. The depletion of biological and mineral resources on land and in shallow waters, coupled with technological developments,
is promoting the increased interest in services provided by deep-water resources. Although often largely unknown, evidence for the effects of human activities in deep-water
ecosystems – such as deep-sea mining, hydrocarbon exploration and exploitation, fishing, dumping and littering – is already accumulating. Because of our limited knowledge
of deep-sea biodiversity and ecosystem functioning and because of the specific lifehistory adaptations of many deep-sea species (e.g. slow growth and delayed maturity),
it is essential that the scientific community works closely with industry, conservation
organisations and policy makers to develop conservation and management options.
1 Introduction
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1.1 Exploration of the last frontier on Earth
Although the largest ecosystem on Earth, the deep ocean is also the least explored and
understood. The oceans cover 71% of the planet’s surface, with 50% below 3000 m
depth and a mean depth of 3800 m. Only 5% of the deep sea has been explored
with remote instruments and less than 0.01% of the deep sea-floor (the equivalent of
a few football fields) has been sampled and studied in detail. Nevertheless, what little
we know indicates that the deep sea supports one of the highest levels of biodiversity
on Earth (Hessler and Sanders, 1967; Sanders, 1968; Grassle and Macioleck, 1992;
Etter and Mullineaux, 2001; Snelgrove and Smith, 2002; Stuart et al., 2003), as well as
important biological and mineral resources (UNEP, 2007; Baker and German, 2009).
Whereas the surface waters have played a central role in the development of human
civilization, being used for transport of goods and people, fishing and leisure, recently
2365
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the development of marine technologies have allowed us to enter the depths of the
oceans, to explore, investigate and exploit its resources.
The first record of deep-sea fauna, the ophiuroid Gorgoncephalus caputmedusae
(as Astrophyton linckii), was collected by Sir John Ross in 1818, while dredging at
1600 m during his exploration for the Northwest Passage (Menzies et al., 1973). This
discovery remained hidden and when Edward Forbes, dredging in the Aegean down to
420 m depth (H.M.S. Beacon, 1841–1842), found fewer species with increasing depth,
he concluded that no life was present in the oceans below 600 m in what became
known as the “Azoic Theory” (Forbes, 1844). This theory stimulated debate and investigation. In the years that followed, evidence of life in deep-sea systems accumulated.
Some of the most relevant examples include the deep-water species list published by
M. Sars and his son G. O. Sars from below 600 m depth and the sampling of the solitary coral Caryophyllia borealis by F. Jenkin on a submarine cable from 2184 m in the
Mediterranean. The increasing evidence stimulated the organisation of deep-sea expeditions in the Atlantic and Mediterranean in the late 1860s on board H.M.S. Lightning
and H.M.S. Porcupine, leading finally to the H.M.S. Challenger circumglobal expedition (1872–1876) led by C. W. Thomson to study physical, chemical and biological
processes in the deep ocean. This cruise is considered to mark the birth of modern
oceanography (Murray and Hjort, 1912; Menzies et al., 1973). There then followed
a period of intense scientific activity in the deep sea, sometimes known as the “heroic
age”, where the deep ocean was sampled systematically, making important contributions in the improvement of deep-sea techniques and greatly extended the taxonomic
knowledge of deep-sea fauna. This era of exploration culminated in the Galathea expedition (1950–1952) that collected live animals from the greatest ocean depths in the
Philippines Trench, at 10 190 m depth (Gage and Tyler, 1991). With the exception of
anoxic deep-sea environments such as the Black Sea, animals were living at all depths
in the ocean.
In the 1960s and 1970s, deep-sea research moved from description to an ecological and experimental approach, with the introduction of sampling equipment such as
2366
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the boxcorer and epibenthic sled to obtain quantitative samples of deep-sea communities (Hessler and Sanders, 1967; Grassle and Sanders, 1973; Grassle, 1977; Sanders,
1979) and developing sample-size independent statistical approaches to facilitate intersample comparison (Sanders, 1968). But the conquest of the oceans could not be
complete if man had not developed the means of observing, exploring and experimenting in situ. Parallel to the remarkable developments in navigation and oceanographic
technologies, there is the history of diving, from the diving bells used in the 17th Century for short dives in shallow waters (down to 18 m) to Beebe’s Bathysphere in 1930,
the first deep-water vehicle for observation of the seabed (Beebe, 1939; Sweeney,
1970; Ballard, 2000). In little more than 50 years, the advances in deep-sea technology have led to the development of modern-day submersibles, Remotely Operated
Vehicles (ROVs), Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) and deep-sea permanent
observatories, with ever increasing capabilities for exploration, sampling and experimentation (Gage and Tyler 1991; German et al., 2008). The last 3 decades have been
marked by the discoveries of unique habitats, such as hydrothermal vents, cold seeps,
whale falls and cold-water corals, and by significant improvements in our understanding of the biodiversity and functioning of deep-sea ecosystems. This has been possible
only through technological developments and international collaboration.
This review is the result of a coordinated international effort in the framework of the
Census of Marine Life deep-sea synthesis project SYNDEEP. The focus is to describe
major abiotic and biotic characteristics that make the deep sea a unique environment.
Our goals are to (a) describe the geological settings of deep-sea habitats that sustain
specific faunal communities, (b) explain productivity issues and their effects on deepsea fauna composition, (c) discuss metazoan community composition and structure
and biodiversity patterns specific to deep-sea ecosystems, and (d) describe current
anthropogenic threats to deep-sea systems. The review focuses on metazoan organisms, while deep-sea microbial diversity patterns and function have been covered in
other recent reviews, both for pelagic (Sogin et al., 2006; Arı́tstegui et al., 2009) and
benthic microbes (Jorgensen and Boetius, 2007). Furthermore, much of our knowl2367
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edge of the deep sea is based on benthic sampling, particularly using deep-diving
research submersibles. By contrast, substantially less effort has been made toward
sampling pelagic metazoans because such sampling is more difficult to achieve in the
huge volume of the deep-pelagic environment. Accordingly, the balance of this review directly reflects the relative efforts that have been expended within the scientific
community to-date, studying these two systems. That said, we recognize that it is
the deep-ocean pelagic realm that provides the far larger contiguous habitat for life,
and a detailed understanding of this realm will continue to present an important future
challenge for marine biology.
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The deep ocean hosts a wide diversity of geological and ecological settings that might
not be apparent to the casual observer sailing across the surface of these deep waters
(Fig. 1). Taking Forbes’ dredging cruise in 1842 as the start of deep-sea research,
twenty-seven new deep-sea habitats and ecosystems have been discovered in the
past 170 years (Table 1). This is an average of 1 new habitat every 8 years. However,
discoveries have not occurred at a constant rate. Figure 2 shows the discovery rate
of new geological features, ecosystems or specific habitats since Forbes. The graph
suggests 3 distinct periods of discovery. The first period, between 1840 and 1880
reflects the pioneer work conducted in the deep sea from Forbes to the Albatross
cruise that sampled trenches for the first time. In the next 50 years, the rate of deep-sea
discoveries decreased, reflecting both technological limitations to explore and sample
accurately the deep-sea floor and world conflicts such as the two world wars. Since
the 1940s, new habitats and ecosystems have been described and investigated at an
increased pace, with a particularly intense discovery period in the last 30 years, when
chemosynthetic ecosystems, including vents, seeps and whale falls, were found. This
2368
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increase in discoveries was facilitated by significant technological developments, such
as the improvement of remote sensing using hull-mounted and towed side-scan sonars
for high resolution bathymetry mapping and, in particular, the use of submersibles,
ROVs (Remote Operated Vehicles) and AUVs (Autonomous Underwater Vehicles) for
direct exploration and experimentation.
2.2 Habitat coverage
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Of the 510 million km of Earth’s surface, 362 million km are ocean seafloor, with
roughly 90% of the oceans being deep sea. The deep-sea floor is formed by hundreds
of millions of km2 of continental slopes and abyssal plains. Embedded within these
slopes and deep basins are other geological structures, including mid-ocean ridges,
canyons, seamounts, cold-water coral reefs, hydrothermal vents, methane seeps, mud
volcanoes, faults and trenches, which support unique microbiological and faunal communities. The deep-sea pelagic environment is even larger, adding a third dimension
(depth). Familiar terrestrial life is tightly bound to the surface of the land, with interactions amongst organisms essentially two dimensional. In contrast, the pelagic is
a three dimensional environment, most of which has little or no direct interaction with
the interfaces at the ocean’s bottom and surface. The deep-sea pelagic encompasses
9
3
over 1 billion (1×10 ) km (Herring, 2002), with animals and microbes growing, feeding
and reproducing throughout that volume (Robison, 2008). Unlike air, the density of
water allows organisms to attain neutral buoyancy that frees them from the restraint of
life on the bottom.
The exact coverage of each different deep-sea habitat is not known, as the vast
bulk of the deep sea remains unexplored. However, from present geological and geochemical knowledge, accurate bathymetry and remote sensing, we are able to provide
estimates of area coverage for each habitat, extrapolated from available data (Table 2).
Of the benthic systems, the abyssal plains account for 76% of the seafloor, followed by
continental margins (10%) and the ridge system (9%). Seamounts (2.6%) and trenches
(2%) also compose a significant part of the seafloor, while other habitats such as vents,
2369
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seeps, whale falls, benthic OMZs and cold-water corals are much smaller and localised.
Because of the smaller global area coverage, the proportion of these later ecosystems
that has been explored and investigated is relatively significant (up to 10%) compared
to the unknown expanses of abyssal plains and continental margins (Table 2).
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2.3 Deep-sea volcanic chains
Mid-ocean ridges, a linear range of volcanic mountains, extend 50–60 000 km across
the floor of the deep-ocean basins. The new ocean crust that is formed there is relatively thin (about 6 km thick on average) when compared to continental crust (typically 20–30 km thick), which can be significantly thicker in large mountain chains such
as the Himalayas (>50 km thick and sometimes up to 70 km). By contrast, it is rare
to find ocean crust on the seafloor that is thicker than 7 km, with obvious exceptions
found where ocean geophysical hotspots raise the seafloor, some to above sea level
in places like Iceland in the North Atlantic and Hawaii in the Central Pacific. Along mid
ocean ridges, about 3 km2 of new seafloor is generated each year (OU, 1998).
On mid-ocean ridges, the variability of habitats for life is striking (Holland et al., 2005;
Vinogradov, 2005), with rocky substratum exposed in the middle of the deep ocean
resulting in a rugged terrain that includes a variety of habitats, from hills and seamounts
a few hundred metres deep to axial valleys and fracture zones dropping to more than
4000 m depth and often covered with sediment (Bergstad et al., 2008). The presence
of these ridges affects the distribution of both pelagic and bathyal organisms. The
rocky substratum contrasts with the surrounding abyssal plains, providing habitat for
a variety of sessile fauna, many of which are filter feeders taking advantage of specific
hydrographic conditions created around the ridge. Productivity over the ridge is a major
factor influencing patterns of megafaunal abundance and distribution (King et al., 2006;
Bergstad et al., 2008). In addition, a very specific environmental niche was discovered
along the young volcanically-formed seafloor of the mid-ocean ridges in the late 1970s:
the submarine hydrothermal vents. These arise when cold oxygenated seawater seeps
◦
down into, and reacts with fresh ocean crust to generate hot (up to 407 C), chemically2370
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laden fluids (Corliss et al., 1979). A unique type of habitat is found here (Van Dover,
2000; Tyler et al., 2003), fuelled by energy released by chemical reactions rather than
the input of energy in the form of photons from the sun (see Sect. 3.2).
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The regions of ocean crust where slopes and ridge flanks flatten out represents perhaps the single largest contiguous feature of our planet – and also the least explored –
the extensive abyssal plains (Smith et al., 2008). Abyssal sediments consist of terrigenous particles derived from rock weathering on land as well as biological particles
produced in the surface layers by planktonic organisms. The latter can be siliceous if
formed from diatoms, silicoflagellates and radioloarians, or calcareous from foraminiferans, pteropods and coccolithophores (Thistle, 2003). The sediment layer covering
abyssal plains can reach thousands of metres in thickness and is mostly inorganic,
excluding the top layers that receive organic input from the water column. Some of
the major abiotic characteristics of abyssal plains are relatively uniform: temperature is
∼2 ◦ C (except in the Mediterranean (14 ◦ C) and Red Sea (21 ◦ C)); salinity is ∼35‰ (except in the Mediterranean and Red Sea >39‰); dissolved oxygen is near saturation:
−1
5–6 ml l (except in OMZs); pressure increases at 1 atmosphere every 10 m depth;
and photosynthetically useful light is absent below ∼250 m. Based on these parameters, abyssal plains were long considered to be constant and stable environments
where physical and biological processes were unchanged over short and long timescales. However, evidence accumulated since the 1960s has shown that the deep sea
is in fact a dynamic environment (reviewed by Tyler, 1988; Gage, 2003) with seasonal
(e.g. tidal currents, seasonal deposition of phytodetritus) and episodic disturbances
(e.g. benthic storms) that affect the benthic fauna in some regions. The seasonal deposition of phytodetritus under productive areas (Billett et al., 1983; Lampitt, 1985; Thiel
et al., 1990; Smith et al., 1996; Lampitt and Antia, 1997; Beaulieu and Smith, 1998)
provides abyssal communities with a high-quality food resource that triggers specific
responses from the fauna, such as opportunistic use of the food and seasonal repro2371
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duction (reviewed in Tyler 1988; Ramirez-Llodra, 2002; Gage, 2003; Young, 2003).
Although visually similar to a desert, with only a few obvious detritus feeders such as
holothurians, and scavengers such as crustaceans and demersal fish, the top centimetres of sediments of abyssal plains are colonised by very rich communities of macroand meiofauna with very high biodiversity levels (see Sects. 5.1 and 5.2).
Much of the sediment-covered abyssal seafloor is characterised by sluggish bottom
currents and little current scouring. However, beneath western boundary currents such
as the Gulf Stream, the Kuroshio and the East Australian Current, bottom flow can
reach relatively high velocities and scour sediments to ocean depths of ∼1500 m along
the continental slope. Where the western boundary currents turn eastward into the
open ocean, losing the steering effects of the continental slope, current meanders and
high eddy energy may be generated to great depths (Tomczak and Godfrey, 1994), producing intermittent currents capable of eroding fine sediments at 4000 m on the abyssal
seafloor (Hollister and McCave, 1984). One abyssal area characterised by high flows
has been studied in the Northwest Atlantic during the HEBBLE project (Hollister and
McCave, 1984). In the HEBBLE study area, benthic communities are characterised
by unusually high abundances of bacteria and macrofauna, compared to other deepsea areas, possibly related to enhanced food flux associated with the currents (Thistle
et al., 1985, 1991). Community structure is also unusual in that juveniles dominate
many macrofaunal populations and sediment-surface dwelling crustaceans are much
less abundant than in other deep-sea areas, presumably as a consequence of physical disturbance from sediment erosion (Thistle et al., 1991; Thistle and Wilson, 1987,
1996). Slope and abyssal areas characterised by such currents of erosive magnitude
could cover ∼10% of the deep-sea floor (Hollister and McCave, 1984).
2.5 Diversity of habitats on continental margins
The most geologically diverse components of the deep-ocean floor are continental
margins, with high habitat heterogeneity (Levin and Dayton, 2009; Menot et al., 2010;
Levin et al., 2010). Initially, margins can be divided into active and passive. Passive
2372
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margins occur where an ocean rift has split two parts of a continent in two, generating
an ocean basin in between. This process can be seen in its infancy today in the Red
Sea where the Arabian subcontinent is being separated from Africa. Other, better
established examples include the West Coast of India and the East Coast of Africa,
which are being pushed apart by the Central Indian Ridge at a rate of ∼4 cm/yr, and in
the Atlantic, where the eastern margins of North and South America and the western
margins of Europe and Africa are separating at 2–3 cm/yr. Along the lengths of these
ocean margins, habitats for life can be extremely diverse, affected by processes such
as the composition of the continental rocks that abut the ocean seafloor and predate
the ridge formation, the topography of the adjacent land masses that influence detrital
sediment delivery rates, the productivity and seasonality of the overlying surface ocean
which constrains the supply of nutrients, and availability of oxygen in the deep waters.
In addition to all of these processes, a range of subsurface and sub-seafloor geological
processes can also influence the environment. These include run-out of groundwater
discharge that escapes from the continents into the oceans below the seabed along
submerged aquifers, as well as through rivers and estuaries. Processes associated
with maturation of buried organic matter as it becomes compressed and heated under
layer upon layer of sediments also have an effect in the habitat. These give rise to
flows of chemically altered fresh- and salt-water and include methane release from cold
seeps (Sibuet and Olu, 1998; Levin, 2005), destabilization of gas hydrates and much
more viscous flows such as oil seeps, asphalt eruptions (MacDonald et al., 2004) and,
in the extreme, large mud volcanoes (Mikov, 2000). The geological and geochemical
characteristics of the environment result in the formation of distinct habitats, including
sedimentary slopes, submarine canyons that form conduits of particles from the shelf
to the deep basin, cold-water corals that form reefs in the absence of sunlight and cold
seeps and asphalt eruptions that support chemosynthetically-based communities. The
specific biological process and patterns that single out these ecosystems are described
in Sects. 3 and 5.
Along active margins, the variability of habitats for life is even more striking. Such
2373
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margins are found where the ocean floor has cooled so extensively that it becomes too
dense to continue to float across the underlying ductile mantle and it sinks back into
the Earth’s interior, forming deep-ocean trenches along subduction zones. Subduction
zones extend almost the entire length of the East Pacific margin from the southernmost
tip of Chile to the Aleutian Islands of Alaska and along the western margin of the Pacific,
too, from the Kamchatka margin of NE Russia to the southern tip of the South Island of
New Zealand. Along these margins, three distinct geological systems can arise. First,
deep ocean trenches form slivers of narrow, elongate ocean floor that plunge from
depths of 6000 m to >10 000 m deep. Indeed, the deepest trenches fall farther below
the sea surface than mountain ranges extend high: Mount Everest, flipped upside
down, could be swallowed up in the Challenger Deep of the Marianas Trench with
a couple of kilometres of seawater to spare. As an ocean plate sinks beneath the
seafloor, some of the material is carried down and melts, leading to chains of volcanoes
immediately beyond the line of subduction (OU, 1998). When this process happens
close to a continent, massive sub-aerial mountain chains occur such as the Andes
of South America, the southern Alps of New Zealand or the Cascade mountains of
the United States’ Pacific Northwest. When the same subduction process happens
at sea, the volcanic activity that results can generate large islands such as Sakhalin
Island and Japan. More typically, this results in an archipelago of smaller volcanic
constructs, some of which may rise high enough above the seafloor to form islands
interspersed with submerged volcanoes, termed seamounts. Excellent examples of
such “island arcs” are seen along the Marianas Islands, the Tongan archipelago and
the Isu-Bonin arc of the west Pacific. Island arcs can equally well occur wherever
ocean crust is subducted beneath more ocean crust – e.g. the South Sandwich Islands,
Trench and Arc in the Southern Ocean. The third and final subset of geologic terrain
associated with active margins lies beyond the island arcs of ocean-ocean subduction
zones. Here, as oceanic crust is distorted by the forces of two tectonic plates colliding,
rupturing occurs that allows fresh lavas to erupt onto depressions in the seafloor. These
are the back-arc basins, which in essence represent something akin to mid-ocean
2374
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ridges in miniature and the same combination of habitats for life as on mid-ocean ridges
applies (Desbruyères et al., 2007).
2.6 Chapopote: asphalt eruption habitats
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Hydrocarbon seepage is in general an abundant phenomenon in the southern Gulf of
Mexico (GoM). In 2003, fluid and gas venting were investigated in several GoM knolls,
in relation to asphalt volcanism (MacDonald et al., 2004; Brüning et al., 2010). The
uniqueness of these systems is the episodic intrusions of semi-solid hydrocarbons that
spread laterally over an extended area, producing structures with significant vertical
relief. Chapopote belongs to the type of knolls with pronounced crater-like structures
(300–400 m in diameter). Asphalt volcanism in the southern GoM is a secondary result of salt tectonism and differs from oil and gas seepage previously known. Results
obtained from seafloor imagery, mapping of individual flows and faults and recovered
samples indicate that the asphalt deposits originate from seepage of heavy petroleum,
which, as it is released, forms characteristic flow structures at the seafloor with surfaces similar to magmatic lava flows. Temperature measurements showed that the
temperature is similar to the bottom water temperature (Ding et al., 2008).
The asphalts present diverse types of forms, from fresh gooey and sticky asphalt, to
older, brittle fragmented pieces that underwent processes of volume reduction leading
to the formation of visible cracks in the asphalt surface and fragmentation of the entire
deposit. These asphalts occur with different generations of asphalt flows and support
chemosynthetically-driven faunal communities. Petroleum seepage from below the asphalt deposits occur promoting local heterogeneity of microhabitats with up-doming of
the seafloor and whip-shaped extrusion structures. The asphalt deposits occur at the
south-western rim bordering the central, crater-like depression. The most recent asphalt deposit at Chapopote is the main asphalt field covering an area of ∼2000 m2 . The
main asphalt field is probably over twenty years old, based on the maximum length of
the vestimentiferan tubeworms observed.
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2.7 Seamounts
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Seamounts are topographically-isolated peaks rising more than 1000 m above the
surrounding seabed (Rogers, 1994), often with a rocky substratum that is quite distinct from the sedimented deep-ocean floor. Few seamounts have been mapped,
but satellite gravimetry data and modern mapping has already revealed more than
100 000 seamounts that rise more than 1000 m above the surrounding deep-ocean
floor (Koslow et al., 2001; Kitchingman and Lai, 2004). Long chains of such seamounts
can also occur as the trace of “hotspots” – locales at which plumes of anomalously hot
and buoyant material rise from deep within the Earth’s mantle and score a trail across
the floor of the over-riding tectonic plate. Perhaps the clearest and most familiar example of such a process is found in the Hawaiian Islands in the central North Pacific
and Tahiti and the associated Society Islands of the South Pacific. Even in these famous sub-aerial examples, however, much of the activity – and associated habitats
for life – lies in the submarine deep-ocean environment. For example, the youngest
and most volcanically active of the Hawaiian Islands lies to the southeast of this island
chain, but even farther southeast we find the volcanically and hydrothermally active
Loihi seamount (Malahoff, 1987). This seamount, at its shallowest, approaches within
1000 m of the ocean surface, hence several thousands of metres above the floor of the
Pacific abyssal plain. This presently is the point at which the Pacific Plate sits directly
above the Hawaiian hot-spot plume, but as the plate continues to migrate further to
the northwest, given enough time and volcanic activity, new seamounts and additional
Hawaiian Islands will emerge. Conversely, to the northwest, as the various islands
migrate further from the influence of the hotspot and become dormant, eustatic subduction and sub-aerial erosion will wear these islands away until they sink beneath the
ocean surface once more. The exception would be when, given the correct combination
of water quality, sunlight and nutrient supply, coral reefs will overgrow the submerging
rocky substratum and then continue to grow upward toward the sunlit upper ocean,
keeping pace with the rates at which the otherwise passive rocky substratum would
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subside beneath the waves. The specific topography of seamounts creates distinct
habitats elevated from the ocean floor, characterised by particular hydrography, substratum types and productivity that influences the diversity of the fauna and functioning
of the ecosystem (see Sect. 3.4).
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2.8 Trenches
The term “deep-sea trench” does not only refer to a habitat in a certain depth
range (e.g. below abyssal depths at >6000 m), but corresponds to a specific geomorphological feature of the seafloor, which includes certain trenches at depths less
than 6 km. The Mediterranean basin includes a trench south of Crete with depths close
to 4000 m. By the mid 1950s, it was already evident that the deep-ocean troughs at
depths >6–7 km were unique and, therefore, should be differentiated from the abyssal
habitats. The trench cross-profiles have a characteristic V-shape and the seafloor relief is typically characterised by extreme topographic complexity, with narrow, flat floor
and terraces where some fine sediment preferentially accumulates (Belyaev, 1989).
Moreover, trenches are typically very narrow and their width generally does not exceed
◦
40 km. Their slopes can be up to 45 or more, making trenches extremely difficult to
sample remotely. The trench floor is characterised by fine-grained non-calcareous sed−1
iments. Currents near the bottom have velocities that range from 10 to 32 cm s (at
9800 m depth). Trenches are often characterised by the presence of turbidity currents,
slides and collapses that can have catastrophic consequences on the local benthos.
One of the main factors that characterises the hadal systems is the high hydrostatic
pressure, which at these depths reaches 600–1100 atmospheres. For organisms inhabiting almost 98.5% of the ocean floor, these pressures are beyond tolerable conditions. Conversely, temperature, salinity and oxygen content in deep-sea trenches are
not so different from abyssal habitats. Temperature in hadal systems are stable and
◦
◦
typically close to 2 C (ranging from −0.3 to 4.5 C; Belyaev, 1989). The only exception is the shallower Mediterranean Hellenic Trench, where temperature remains close
◦
to 14 C (Tselepides and Lampadariou, 2004). The temperature range within each
2377
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trench does not exceed 0.9 ◦ C and the temperature might slightly increase with increasing depth (adiabatic temperature rise). Water temperature at hadal depths could
be higher than at abyssal depths in the same region. The salinity is similar to that of
abyssal regions: ca. 34.7±0.2. Oxygen concentrations can vary significantly among
trenches and within the same trench in different periods (from ca. 2.0 to ca 6.9 ml l−1 ),
but are generally sufficient for supporting the respiration of an abundant and diversified
benthic fauna (Belyaev, 1989). Deep-sea trenches are giant sedimentation tanks that
accumulate both particles from the water surface layers and those transported from the
ocean bottom sections adjoining the trenches (Danovaro et al., 2003). Sediments of
the trench floor located in the ocean productive regions are characterised by considerably higher organic matter content than sediments in adjacent abyssal plains. The
Atacama Trench, the deepest ecosystem of the southern Pacific Ocean (ca. 8000 m
depth), for instance, has extremely large amounts of sediment organic matter, phytopigments, proteins, carbohydrates and lipids (Danovaro et al., 2003). These values
were coupled with high bacterial abundance, biomass and carbon production and extracellular enzymatic activities, with values one to two orders of magnitude higher than
their average values at abyssal depths (Danovaro et al., 2003). The findings indicate
that this trench behaves as a deep oceanic trap for organic material where, despite the
extreme conditions, benthic microbial processes were accelerated as a result of the
organic enrichment.
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2.9 The pelagic system

25

The major structuring variable in the water column is depth and its covariance with
temperature and the penetration of sunlight (Angel, 2003). This results in a layering of
the ecosystems of the open-ocean pelagic (Robison, 2004). The pelagic deep ocean
is generally considered to mean deeper than the penetration of sunlight sufficient to
support photosynthesis. That, of course, varies geographically but is generally found
around 200 m depth and coincides with the maximum depth of seasonal variability in
temperature, the seasonal thermocline (Herring, 2002). Closest to this surface zone
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(or epipelagic), the deep layer where sunlight penetrates during the day but with insufficient intensity to support primary production is called the mesopelagic (or, in popular
literature, the “twilight zone”). At 200–1000 m depth, this zone is about four times as
thick as the epipelagic and is coincident with the vertical temperature gradient known
as the permanent thermocline. In some geographic areas, microbial degradation of organic matter sinking from the surface zone results in low oxygen concentrations in the
mesopelagic, called oxygen-minimum zones (see Sect. 3.3). Below the depth to which
sunlight can penetrate – about 1000 m at noon on a sunny day in clear water (Angel,
2003) – is the largest layer of the deep pelagic and by far the largest ecosystem on our
planet, the bathypelagic (Robison, 2008). The bathypelagic comprises almost 75% of
the volume of the ocean and is generally remote from the influence of the bottom and its
ecological communities. Once within the benthic boundary layer, where both physical
and biological interactions with the bottom occur, the nature of the pelagic ecosystem
is altered by these interactions and is termed benthopelagic (or abyssopelagic over
abyssal areas). Animals of the benthopelagic include some that spend their lives drifting and swimming above the bottom and others that live on the bottom but occasionally
swim up into the water and then return to the bottom (demersal animals) (Marshall,
1979). The transitions between the various vertical layers are gradients, not fixed surfaces, so ecological distinctions among the zones are somewhat “fuzzy” across the
transitions.
The Global Thermohaline Conveyor Belt drives the ocean circulation system, forced
primarily by the cooling of surface ocean waters at high latitudes (e.g. in the NorwegianGreenland Sea and around the Antarctic Continent). The cooler water sinks and flows
toward lower latitudes to establish the presently prevailing current deep-ocean circulation patterns (Gage and Tyler, 1991). In the North Atlantic, this leads to the formation
of North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW), which flows south through the Atlantic Ocean
before being deflected East around South Africa and then north into the Indian and
Pacific Oceans (Gage and Tyler, 1991). Similarly, Antarctic Bottom Water flows north
from the Antarctic into the Atlantic Ocean, as well as into the Indian and Pacific Oceans.
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A significant proportion of this deep water is also channelled into the Circumpolar Deep
Water (Clarke, 2003) that can serve to help isolate deep-water communities around the
Antarctic from those in the other major oceans. In the Arctic, by contrast, the topography of the seafloor restricts significantly deep-water circulation and the lack of, rather
than abundance of, lateral deep-water flow can also lead to restrictions on gene-flow in
the deep ocean (Clarke, 2003). This deep-ocean circulation plays a major role in the
distribution of pelagic species and gene flow both for pelagic and benthic species that
disperse and colonize new habitat through pelagic larvae.
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3.1 A food-poor environment with scattered oases of life
A unique characteristic of deep-sea ecosystems is the lack of photosynthetically-usable
sunlight below ∼250 m (Thistle, 2003). In the absence of photosynthesis, most of the
deep sea is heterotrophic, where food must sink or be advected from the euphotic
zone. The total net primary production on Earth exceeds 100 billion tons of carbon
per year, with about half occurring in the oceans by phytoplankton (Behrenfeld et al.,
2006). This plays a major role in carbon re-cycling through the fixation of carbon from
inorganic into organic matter and transferring it from the sun-lit layers to the deep sea
by grazing, sinking and active transport by vertically migrating pelagic animals. The
oceans’ surface primary productivity varies both regionally (Yool et al., 2007) and seasonally (Lampitt et al., 1985), depending on the physical conditions of each region
throughout the annual cycle. This results in spatio-temporal differences of organic matter input to the seafloor (Billett et al., 1983). It has been calculated that only 0.5 to 2%
of the net primary production in the euphotic zone reaches the deep-sea floor below
2000 m (Buesseler et al., 2007). Deep-sea benthic communities are, thus, among the
most food-limited on the globe (Smith et al., 2008), yielding low faunal biomass and
productivity (Rex et al., 2006; Rowe et al., 2008). However, the deep-sea is not uni2380
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formly food poor – embedded within this oligotrophic matrix are extraordinary oases of
high productivity. Such habitats occur when organic material from the euphotic zone
becomes concentrated by canyons, whale falls, wood falls and oxygen minimum zones
(Levin, 2003; Smith and Baco, 2003; Smith, 2006; Vetter et al., 2010). Food-rich oases
also occur where seafloor effluxes of chemical energy at hydrothermal vents and cold
seeps support intense chemolithoautotrophic primary production. Even though these
food-rich habitats are often small in area, extremely isolated and ephemeral at the
seafloor (e.g., spanning 10s of metres, separated by 100s of kilometres and lasting for
years to decades in the case of vents and whale falls), they all support remarkable communities highly distinct from the background deep sea. Substantial adaptive radiations
leading to extraordinary evolutionary novelty and contributing fundamentally to biodiversity (Van Dover, 2000; Smith and Baco, 2003; Smith, 2006; Fujiwara et al., 2007;
Samedi et al., 2007; Lorion et al., 2009) have sustained many of these habitat types,
including vents, seeps, whale falls and wood falls. In contrast, at shelf depths where
in situ photosynthesis leads to much greater background levels of productivity, some
of these same habitat islands (e.g. vents, seeps, low-oxygen zones) may have yielded
relatively few adaptive radiations and little evolutionary novelty (Levin, 2003; Tarasov
et al., 2005; Smith, 2006). Thus, the extraordinary oligotrophic nature of the general
deep sea has exerted remarkable selective pressure on eutrophic specialists, creating truly extraordinary adaptations, levels of community heterogeneity and patterns of
biodiversity.
3.2 Life driven by chemical energy

25

The discovery of hydrothermal vents in 1977 (see Sect. 2.3) changed our understanding of primary production in the oceans (Baker et al., 2010). The superheated hydrothermal fluid is charged with sulphide, hydrogen, methane, manganese and metals
and depleted of magnesium and oxygen. In investigations of how the exuberant populations thriving on vents were sustained, the presence of sulphide in the vent fluid
and abundance of bacterial mats provided the first clues. At hydrothermal vents, mi2381
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coorganisms play the role of primary producers, using reduced compounds (mainly
H2 S and CH4 ) as source of energy and inorganic carbon to produce organic matter in
a process known as chemosynthesis, fuelling faunal communities that are believed to
be amongst the most productive on Earth (reviewed in Van Dover, 2000; Cavanaugh
et al., 2006). In shallow-water habitats, organic matter in the sediment is oxidised by
sulphate-reducing bacteria that use seawater sulphate in anoxic conditions. This generates sulphide, which, in aerobic conditions, is oxidised by microorganisms producing
organic matter. In this process, there is no gain of organic matter, since organic material must be oxidised to produce sulphide. In hydrothermal vents, sulphide originates
geochemically in the ocean’s crust through the interactions of seawater and hot rock,
providing the necessary energy to generate organic matter from CO2 with a net gain of
organic carbon (Jannasch and Mottl, 1985). The vent microorganisms play the same
role as green plants and algae on land and in shallow waters: whereas plants and algae use solar energy (photosynthesis), vent bacteria use reduced chemicals as source
of energy (chemosynthesis) (Fig. 3). However, vent ecosystems are not completely independent of sunlight. All animals and some microorganisms at vents need, for their
metabolism, dissolved oxygen, which is produced during photosynthesis. This tightly
links the surface euphotic layers with the deep-sea communities (Van Dover, 2000;
Dubilier et al., 2008).
The reduced compounds in the vent fluid ensure a constant and abundant source
of energy for microbial primary production and chemosynthetic bacteria are found
both free living, forming bacterial mats, and in symbiosis with many of the macroand megafauna (Dubilier et al., 2008). The first symbiotic relationship to be analysed
from vents was that of the giant tubeworm Riftia pachyptila and its endosymbionts. R.
pachyptila has very specific adaptations, lacking a mouth and digestive tract. Instead,
this species has an organ called the trophosome densely packed with endosymbiotic
chemoautotrphic bacteria (reviewed in Cavanaugh et al., 2006). Before the discovery of R. pachytila and their endosymbionts, the only trophic symbiotic relationships
known were shallow water phototrophic symbiosis such as the ones found in corals,
2382
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and heterotrophic symbiosis such as the ones that take place in the rumen of ruminant
animals. It was, thus, with the discovery of vents that the first chemoautotrophic symbiotic relationship was described (Dubilier et al., 2008). It is only in deep-water reducing
ecosystems, such as vents and seeps, where communities are dominated by fauna
with chemosynthetic symbiosis. In shallow waters, where primary productivity is based
on photosynthesis and the fauna can gain enough energy from this source, chemosynthesis is never dominant (Dubilier et al., 2008). This is the case even in shallow water
vents and seeps, where typical vent fauna is rare (Tarasov et al., 2005), with one known
exception in a vent community at 100 m depth off the coast of Japan, where the tubeworm Lamellibrachia satsuma dominates (Hashimoto et al., 1993). It has been suggested that the distinction between shallow and deep-water chemosynthetic communities is not clear cut, but rather an ecological continuum where heterotrophy dominates
in shallow waters and fauna relying on chemoautotrophic microorganisms dominate in
deep benthic systems (Little et al., 2002).
The constant availability of energy and symbiosis between chemoautotrophic microorganisms and fauna are responsible for the success of vent communities and the
high biomass observed. The luxuriant abundance of exotic life-forms found at vents
contrast with the apparently bare surrounding deep-sea floor, bringing to mind the
analogy with an oasis on land (Carney, 1994). Since the discovery of vents in the late
1970s, over 600 species have been described from these habitats (Desbruyères et al.,
2006), ∼70% of species being endemic to vents. In spite of this, diversity at hydrothermal vents is low when compared to the surrounding deep-sea benthos. Although the
bathyal and abyssal heterotrophic deep-sea floor was believed to be a monotonous
and poor ecosystem, we know now that it supports biodiversities among the highest
on Earth (see Sect. 5), mainly of small benthic macro- and meiofauna (Hessle and
Sanders, 1967; Grassle and Macioleck, 1992; Snelgrove and Smith, 2002). Whereas
in soft-sediment deep-sea habitats, the abundance of species is evenly distributed with
the most abundant species not exceeding 20% of the total (Grassle et al., 1985), at
vents, the communities are dominated by a few species (1 or 2 species can account for
2383
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up to 70–90% of the total abundance) highly adapted to the environment (Van Dover,
2000). Vents are dynamic systems where catastrophic eruptions can wipe out whole
communities in very short periods of time. The environmental conditions are also extreme to most fauna, with steep temperature gradients and high concentrations of hydrogen sulphide, which fuels chemosynthesis but is toxic to aerobic metazoans. These
physico-chemical factors select for a small number of taxa, which have developed very
specific physiological adaptations (Tunnicliffe et al., 2003).
Following the discovery of hydrothermal vents, other reducing ecosystems where
chemoautotrophic microorganisms are at the base of food webs supporting dense communities of highly adapted organisms have been found at bathyal and abyssal depths
(reviewed in Tunnicliffe et al., 2003). Cold-seep communities were first discovered in
the Gulf of Mexico in 1984 (Paull et al., 1984). Cold seeps are found both on passive and active margins and are characterised by seepage through the sediment of
cold fluid with high concentrations of methane. The methane can have a biological
origin from the anoxic microbial decomposition of organic matter, or a thermogenic origin from fast transformation of organic matter by high temperatures (Sibuet and Olu,
1998; Tunnicliffe et al., 2003; Levin, 2005). Cold seeps can also have high concentrations of sulphides in the sediment, produced by microbial sulphate reduction. As
in vents, free-living and symbiotic chemoautotrophic microorganisms use the reduced
compounds in the habitat to produce organic matter, supporting dense communities of
fauna. Megafaunal biomass is significantly higher than that of the surrounding sediments, with a fauna similar to those from hydrothermal vents, especially at high taxonomic levels (i.e. genus and family) (Tunnicliffe et al., 1996; Sibuet and Olu, 1998). The
major faunal groups found in cold seeps are bivalves (mytilids, vesicomyids, lucinids
and thyasirids) and siboglinid tubeworms, decapod crustaceans (shrimp and crabs),
gastropods and cladorhizid sponges (reviewed in Levin, 2005).
In the specific case of asphalt eruption habitats (e.g., Chapopote; see Sect. 2.6),
siboglinid tubeworms root their posterior end below individual flows and occur at sites
with high concentration of volatile hydrocarbons. There, they probably take up hy2384
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drogen sulphide resulting from the microbial-mediated hydrocarbon degradation at the
base of the asphalt deposit that is in contact with sediments (Freytag et al., 2001).
Heavily altered asphalts lack chemosynthesis-based communities, with only a few exceptions (i.e. vestimentiferans tubeworm and mytilid mussels) that are found in the
locations where active gas venting has been documented (MacDonald et al., 2004).
Mytilids are present in close proximity to the seep site in the absence of asphalt. Vesicomyid clams and bacterial mats are found in sediments in close to asphalt deposits,
asphalt fissures and at visible cracks in the asphalt surface. Bacterial mats cover the
areas of freshest flow and occur as small patches in cavities on the asphalt. However,
the dependence of the bacteria on the asphalts is still unclear. Heterotrophic fauna are
also abundant around Chapopote (MacDonald et al., 2004). Alvinocarid shrimps, the
holothurian Chiridota heheva and the galatheid Munidopsis occur within the vestimentiferan tube aggregations and mussel beds. Small gastropods occur in large densities
along the vertical walls of asphalt at the rising gas hydrate site. Macrofaunal and meiofaunal samples were obtained from the superficial soft sediment close to the asphalt
structures, showing a large abundance of harpacticoid copepods and tanaidaceans.
Chemosynthetically-driven communities can also derive from sunlight-related systems. In 1989, a chance discovery of a skeleton of a whale during a dive of the submersible Alvin led to new findings related to chemosynthetically-driven communities
(Smith et al., 1989). Whale falls have been described to pass through at least three
successional stages (Smith and Baco, 2003). During the scavenger stage, large animals such as sharks, fish and crabs are attracted by the sudden input of organic matter
and the flesh of the whale is eaten. An opportunistic stage follows, where small opportunistic fauna such as polychaetes and small crustaceans clean up the bones and
colonise the enriched sediments surrounding the whale skeleton. The third phase is
the sulphophilic stage, during which the oil-rich whale skeleton (up to 70% of lipid by
weight) is decomposed by anaerobic bacteria to produce reduced chemicals (e.g. sulphide), which are in turn used by chemosynthetic bacteria producing organic matter.
More than 50 new species have been reported from whale falls in the North Pacific
2385
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alone, and fossil reducing communities occur on fossil whale falls from 10–20 million
years ago (Amano et al., 2007). Because of the specific characteristics of reducing
deep-sea ecosystems (vents, seeps and whale falls), the fauna described from whale
falls also has many phylogenetic similarities at the genus and family level with vent and
seep faunas (Smith and Baco, 2003; Tunnicliffe et al., 2003).
3.3 Life under hypoxic conditions
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Mid-water oxygen minimum zones (OMZ, with <0.5 ml l or 22 µM O2 ) occur naturally
in the oceans under areas of intensive upwelling and surface productivity, particularly
where circulation is sluggish and source waters are relatively old. In these areas of
intense upwelling, phytoplankton productivity is high and carbon availability exceeds
metazoan capability to consume it. The excess carbon sinks to a pycnocline or the sediment, where it is decomposed by heterotrophic microbial activity. The increased microbial respiration forms severely oxygen-depleted zones that vary in thickness from 200
to 1000 m (Wyrtki, 1962; Levin, 2003; Levin et al., 2009). These occur mainly along the
Eastern Pacific Ocean, Northern Indian Ocean and Western Africa and, where they in2
tercept the continental margin, can create seafloor OMZs covering over 1.1 million km
(Helly and Levin, 2004). These zones of permanent hypoxia may last for thousands of
years (Reichart et al., 1998) and are major sites of carbon burial on continental margins. Despite intense oxygen depletion, studies initiated in the early 1960s showed
that OMZs support extensive autotrophic bacterial mats (Gallardo, 1963, 1977; Fossing et al., 1995; Gallardo and Espinoza, 2007). Protozoan and metazoan communities
also thrive in these ecosystems but with greatly reduced diversity and specific adaptations to hypoxia. Metazoan adaptations include larger respiratory surfaces, specific
blood pigments such as haemoglobin, higher number of pyruvate oxidoreducatases,
small thin bodies and support structures for living in soupy sediments. In some cases,
organisms may also house sulphide-oxidising symbionts and have chemosyntheticallybased trophic adaptations similar to those found in vents and seeps (reviewed in Levin,
2003). Mats of sulphide-oxidising bacteria (Thioploca, Beggiatoa, Thiomargarita) are
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often found in the lowest-oxygen core regions of OMZs. Dense aggregations of protists and metazoan meiofauna including calcareous foraminifera also abound there. In
contrast, macro and megafauna densities are higher at the edges of the OMZs, with
low diversity, low species richness and high dominance (Sanders, 1969; Levin, 2003,
2009; Gooday et al., 2009).
3.4 Seamounts: topographic enhanced productivity
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Seamounts provide dramatic contrast to the surrounding flat abyssal plains and edges
of continental margins. Most have a complex topography and are colonised by a range
of mainly epifaunal, suspension-feeding organisms dominated by cnidarians (gorgonians, zoanthids, antipatharian corals, actinians, pennatulids and hydroids), with
sponges, cirripeds, molluscs, crinoids and ascidians also prominent (Rogers, 1994;
Consalvey et al., 2010 and references therein). Other groups recorded include ophiuroids, asteroids and holothurians (Narayanaswamy et al., 2006; Roberts et al., 2008).
Seamounts in some areas act as biological hotspots in the oceans and often attract
a high abundance and diversity of top-level predators (Worm et al., 2003; Dower and
Brodeur, 2004). For increased productivity over seamounts to occur, nutrient-rich water
must reside over the seamount for long enough to enhance phytoplankton growth and
for this to be transferred to higher trophic levels. Whilst there is evidence of increased
primary productivity over seamounts, data are sparse and difficult to relate to the increased populations of pelagic and benthic predators (Uchida and Tagami, 1984; Parin
et al., 1997). Zooplankton trapped by currents over the summits of seamounts, suggest
that this is an important mechanism of trophic focusing over many of these features
(Genin, 2004). Whether this occurs or not depends on the depth of the seamount summit with respect to the depths over which the deep scattering layers (DSL) of plankton
migrate, and the intensity of horizontal currents that advect the DSL over the seamount
at night. Studies of fish populations over seamounts have shown that the fish prey on
the migrating zooplankton and may be concentrated around the margins of the summit
in order to maximise chances of encountering the zooplankton (Rogers, 1994; Fock
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et al., 2002). These mechanisms may also be important in the nutrition of abundant
benthic communities on seamounts. Other mechanisms of concentration of food may
also operate around seamounts associated with eddies or up- or down-welling currents
(Genin, 2004).
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3.5 Submarine canyons: essential habitats on continental margins
Submarine canyons are major topographic structures that form deep incisions in the
shelf and continental margins around the globe. Because of their rugged topography and difficult access, detailed multidisciplinary (geological, physical and biological)
studies have developed only in the last two decades, in parallel with advances in marine technology such as swath bathymetry, remote sensing, long-term moorings and
ROVs. Such studies have defined canyons as essential habitats for the local fauna
(Sardà et al., 2009). Essential habitats are ecosystems used by the fauna for a critical stage of their life cycle, ecosystems with a particular combination of abiotic and
biological characteristics, with a highly complex structure and/or those that favour critical aspects of life such as reproduction, feeding and refuge. Canyons are complex
habitats with specific hydrographic, sedimentological and geochemical characteristics
(Durieu de Madron et al., 1996; Turchetto et al., 2007; Flexas et al., 2008) that influence faunal community structure, diversity and abundance (Schlacher et al., 2010).
Important effects of submarine canyons on the environment include the modification
of local current regimes and their role as major conduits for transport of particles, organic carbon (Heussner et al., 1996; Puig et al., 2003) and macrophytes (Vetter and
Dayton, 1999) from the coast or shelf to bathyal and abyssal depths. Canyons are also
major deposition centres of sediment in margins (Oliveria et al., 2007) and can play an
important role in intensifying episodic events such as dense water cascading (Canals
et al., 2006), with important ecological implications on the benthopelagic populations
(Company et al., 2008).
Furthermore, canyons are heterogeneous habitats. The canyon head and walls
can present rocky outcrops suitable for sessile filter feeders such as cnidarians and
2388
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sponges, while the axis of the canyon can accumulate soft sediment and have a fauna
dominated by deposit feeders, scavengers and predators such as echinoderms, crustaceans and fish. Because of their higher habitat heterogeneity and accumulation of
organic matter, canyons are predicted to support a higher diversity and biomass than
the adjacent slope. While this is true in some cases (Rowe et al., 1982; Sardà et
al., 1994; Gage et al., 1995; Vetter and Dayton, 1998; Ramirez-Llodra et al., 2008,
2010), other studies have shown no significant differences in biomass and abundance
of benthic fauna between the slope and canyon habitat (Houston and Haedrich, 1984)
or lower biomass and abundance in the canyon (Maurer et al., 1994). The modified
currents within the canyon can shape faunal distribution patterns by modulating disturbance intensity over the seafloor (Sardà et al., 1994a,b, 2009). It has also been shown
that certain pelagic species are retained within the canyon, resulting in increased abundance and diversity (Gili et al., 1999; Albaina and Irigoien, 2007). Finally, the hydrography and increased food availability of canyons provide favourable areas for recruitment
and maintenance of certain megafaunal species, including some of commercial value
(Sardà et al., 1994b, 1997; Stefanescu et al., 1994; Tyler and Ramirez-Llodra, 2002).
3.6 Cold-water corals: reefs in the absence of sunlight
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Cold-water corals are important habitats for many species in the deep sea. Such habitats can be massive, forming reefs where the seabed underneath the habitat-forming
organism is made up of an accumulation of skeletons, or can be characterised as “gardens” where the structure is more open without an accumulation of skeletons. Knowledge about the distribution and structure of these habitats remained limited until in situ
studies and mapping of large areas became possible by using ROVs and multibeam
echosounder in the early 1990s (Mortensen et al., 1995). Because of their role as hot
spots for biodiversity and sensitivity to external pressures such as bottom fisheries,
research on cold-water corals has increased of late. Cold-water corals comprise a heterogeneous group of cnidarians with representatives from hydrozoans (Stylastridae),
octocorals (Alcyonaria, Gorgonacea, and Pennatulacea) and hexacorals (Scleractinia
2389
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and Antipatharia). Cold-water corals are found in all world oceans and the Mediterranean Sea, from shallow waters to ca. 4000 m depth in the Atlantic Ocean (Grasshoff,
1982) and ca. 6300 in the Pacific (Keller, 1976). However, most species occur at depths
between 200 and 1000 m depth (Mortensen et al., 2006 and references therein). The
scleractinian Lophelia pertusa, the commonest reef-forming scleractinian occurring in
both the Atlantic and the Pacific, has been the subject for several studies in the last fif◦
◦
teen years. L. pertusa has a wide geographical distribution, ranging from 55 S to 71 N
(Dons, 1944; Zibrowius, 1980; Cairns, 1982) and has a main bathymetric distribution
between 200 and 1000 m depth (Zibrowius, 1980; Rogers, 1999).
Even though there are many similarities between hermatypic reefs and ahermatypic
reefs, the trophic structure of the communities of each is fundamentally different. Coldwater corals are unique in that they are azooxanthellate, lacking the symbiotic algae
of shallow-water corals. The internal cycling of nutrients and the significance of phototrophy in shallow reefs (Froelich, 1983) is a great contrast to the food supply for
deep dark reefs, which consists of advected particulate organic matter (Duineveld et
al., 2004) and small prey such as chaetognaths, crustaceans and krill (Murray et al.,
2009).
3.7 Strong oligotrophy under ice: the Arctic Ocean
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25

Since food availability is a major structuring factor for deep-sea communities (Gage,
2003), most taxa are sensitive to changes in the availability of organic matter on the
deep seafloor (Smith et al., 2008). Oligotrophic conditions negatively affect macroand meiofauna standing stock (Vincx et al., 1994; Cosson et al., 1997). Therefore,
perennial or long-term ice cover in polar sea regions, which impedes or delays phytoplankton production, strongly affects the entire underlying pelagic (Arrigo et al., 2002)
and benthic ecosystem (Clough et al., 1997; Kröncke et al., 2000; Vanreusel et al.,
2000). However, the ocean floor below extensive ice cover is not a desert devoid of
life. Antarctic sub-ice benthic communities can be rich and abundant, as the seafloor
beneath large ice shelves may be accessible for colonization through the open water
2390
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(Post et al., 2007; Riddle et al., 2007; Raes et al., 2010). The idea that the Arctic Ocean is a biological desert has been challenged also by recent observations. It
is indeed generally accepted that fluxes of organic material from the surface to the
deep-sea floor are mainly related to primary productivity in the overlying water column
and to water depth (Asper et al., 1992; Relexans et al., 1996). However, it is evident
that large regional differences in primary production occur in northern latitude oceans,
determined by density of ice cover, water column stratification and the availability of
dissolved nutrients and light (AMAP, 1998). Marginal ice zones are even key areas
of elevated productivity that exceeds the production of more southern latitudes (Smith
and Sakshaug, 1990). Ice margins shift both seasonally and with climate change and
are characterised by high biological productivity within an oligotrophic Arctic Ocean
(Sakshaug and Skjoldal, 1989; Sakshaug, 1997). According to a comparative study
among benthic size classes from the Central Arctic (Kröncke et al., 2000), bacterial
and all faunal abundances as well as bacterial and macrofaunal biomass decreased
significantly with increasing latitude. These authors suggest that the significant relationships between the bacterial and faunal size-classes points to a distinct food chain,
typical of oligotrophic systems. The smallest compartments – bacteria, meiofauna and
foraminifera – were more abundant than the macrofauna in the Central Arctic Ocean.
While macrofauna biomass dominated the biomass on the Barent Sea shelf and slope
and on the Lomonosov Ridge, the bacterial biomass was equally or even more important on the Gakkel Ridge and in the deep basins. The results of this study revealed the
Eurasian Basin as one of the most oligotrophic regions in the world’s oceans. Although
primary production is low, recent foraminiferal investigations have revealed that benthic
communities in the Central Arctic Ocean are driven by the sedimentation of fresh organic material. Lateral transport of organic matter from the Siberian shelf may provide
additional food.
The various benthic compartments compete either for fresh organic matter or for refractory material that is transferred to higher levels of the food chain by bacterial mineralization (Kröncke et al., 2000). Not only benthic densities and biomass, but also diver2391
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sity, are in general low in the Central Arctic (Pfannkuche and Thiel, 1987; Vanaverbeke
et al., 1997a; Schewe and Soltwedel, 1999; Soltwedel et al., 2000; Vanreusel et al.,
2000; Schewe, 2001; Renaud et al., 2006). Renaud et al. (2006) observed that there
was a trend toward reduced taxonomic richness with increasing latitude in the Central
Arctic for both macrofauna and nematodes (the major meiofauna taxon). Diversity of
nematode genera was also significantly higher on the Arctic Ice Margin near Svalbard
(Hoste et al., 2007) and the Laptev Sea (Vanaverbeke et al., 1997a), compared to the
Central Basins at similar water depths (Vanreusel et al., 2000; Renaud et al., 2006).
Since fauna within the deep benthic Arctic Ocean appear to represent a single species
pool, Renaud et al. (2006) suggest that both local (alpha-) and beta-diversity may be
determined by ecological processes in the Arctic, and that they are mainly driven by
historical or evolutionary processes. Studies on bentho-pelagic coupling, which are
known to play a significant role in determining benthic community structure and function at high latitudes, are crucial in future investigations of Arctic deep-sea biodiversity.
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4 Unique traits of deep-sea communities
4.1 A distinctive benthic deep-sea fauna

20
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The taxonomic composition, size, diversity patterns and functioning of deep-sea communities are a product of evolutionary legacy and ecological processes. Of the approximately one million animal species described on the planet, between 95 and 98% are
invertebrates belonging to 30 phyla, although this number is ever increasing. Of these
30 phyla, all but one – the Onychophora – occur in the ocean, and there is Cambrian
fossil evidence that the Onychophora may have once been marine. Echinoderms are
found only in marine systems and many of the other phyla occur only in water. None
of these phyla are exclusively found in the deep sea, but at a lower taxonomic level
several groups of animals make the deep sea special. Among these, the “living fossils”
Monoplacophora are exclusively deep-living (>2000 m). Many others are much better
2392
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represented or are more speciose in the deep sea than in shallow waters such as the
Tanaidomorpha, Asellota, Pycnogonida, Galatheoidea, Priapulida, Sipuncula, Echiura
and Aplacophora (Fig. 4). The tanaid suborder Tanaidomorpha includes a high fraction
of the fauna in disturbed settings such as the HEBBLE site with benthic storms (Thistle
et al., 1985) and in hydrothermal or seep sediments (Levin et al., 2010). The isopod
suborder Asellota is one group that have radiated to form an amazing array of unorthodox body morphologies in the deep sea (Fig. 4). Isopod diversity is remarkably high in
oligotrophic settings, for example 130 species have been identified from 493 individuals in the equatorial Eastern Pacific manganese nodule province (Wilson and Hessler,
1987). The Pycnogonida are chelicerate sea spiders (Arthropoda) that are especially
common in cold, deep-sea and polar waters. The largest pycnogonid species are carnivores and scavengers that can attain sizes up to 90 cm by having extremely long legs,
and are unusual in exhibiting male parental care. The Galatheoidea, or squat lobsters,
are numerous and highly visible crustaceans on seamounts, continental margins, many
shelf environments, coral reefs at all depths and at hydrothermal vents (Baba et al.,
2008). Among the 870 known species of marine squat lobsters, about 85% are found
in deep-sea benthic habitats (Baba et al., 2008). One of the species that has received
most attention lately is Kiwa hirsuta, commonly known as the Yeti Crab, discovered
on the Easter Island Microplate hydrothermal vents in 2005 and for which a new family (Kiwaidae) was erected (McPherson et al., 2005). The Priapulida, with 16 known
species, are small and relatively rare in modern shallow waters, but are abundant historically (e.g. in the Burgess Shale, Ottoia) and in some of the less habitable zones of
the deep ocean such as the oxygen minimum zone (Levin et al., 2006). The vermiform
phyla Sipuncula and Echiura are now recognized, through molecular analyses, to belong within the Annelida (Struck et al., 2007). Both of these groups have very large
individuals that dwell within, burrow and bioturbate deep-sea sediments. They form
highly visible structures (Lebensspuren) on the sea floor and can play key roles in subducting phytodetritus, burying carbon and in supporting other deep-dwelling infauna.
Other sipunculids take on a characteristically endobiotic lifestyle, living in the tubes,
2393
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skeletons and tests of other organisms. Aplacophora is a class of mostly small, vermiform, shell-less molluscs, covered with spines that occur throughout the oceans but
are particularly speciose in deep-sea settings. Echinoderms, cnidarians and sponges
are similarly conspicuous and form a significant fraction of the animal biomass on sedimented seafloor settings at depths below 1000 m.
The reducing ecosystems on the deep-sea floor also support taxa that are exclusively deep, such as siboglinid polychaetes (frenulate and vestimentiferan), bathymodiolid mussels and vesycomid bivalves. These have evolved a permanent relationship
with sulphide- and/or methane oxidizing bacteria, termed endosymbiotic chemoautotrophs (see Sect. 3.2), which supply them with food and allow them to attain large
sizes and high biomasses.
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4.2 Deep-sea benthos: a refuge for relict fauna?
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The deep-sea floor, after initially having been considered azoic, was thought to be
a refuge for a relict fauna. Emblematic “living fossils” that support this idea include,
in order of discovery, the stalked crinoids, the monoplacophorans and the glypheids.
The Crinoidea, a class of echinoderms, have an important place in the history of deepsea biology. In 1864, G. O. Sars collected specimens at 550 m depth in Lofoten that
his father, Michael Sars, described as a new species of stalked crinoid: Rhizocrinus lofotensis Sars, 1868. Emphasising the similarities of this new species with fossil records
dating back from the Mesozoic (250 Ma), Sars suggested that the deep-sea floor was
a refuge for living fossils. The so-called Sars’s paradigm encouraged another specialist
of crinoids, Charles Wyville Thomson, to instigate several cruises that culminated with
the H.M.S. Challenger expedition around the world. Today, stalked crinoids are known
to be widespread on hard substrata in the deep sea. The Monoplacophora, a class
of molluscs, were known only from fossil records dating back to the early Cambrian
(540 Ma). In 1952, the first modern representative was collected from 3590 m off Costa
Rica (Lemche, 1957). Since that time, a further 31 species have been found, of which
13 live below 2000 m water depth, with some occurring deeper than 6000 m (Schwabe,
2394
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2008). The Glypheidae, a family of decapods, most probably appeared in the PermianTriassic (250 Ma), prospered in the Jurassic (200 Ma) and declined in abundance from
the Cretaceous to the Eocene (Forest, 2006). A single living specimen however, was
caught in 1908 in the Philippines at 200 m depth during an expedition of the Albatross.
This strange decapod remained undescribed in the collections of the Smithsonian Institution for almost 70 years, until Jacques Forest and Michèle de Saint Laurent noted its
similarity with supposedly extinct glypheids and described it as Neoglyphea inopinata
(Forest and Sait Laurent, 1975). In the following years, three cruises were organised to
collect intact males and females of the species and this gave rise to the MUSORSTOM
programme, an exploration of the tropical deep-sea benthos that now has more than
50 cruises to the Western Pacific.
The concept of “living-fossil” species has also been extended to “living-fossil” communities. Hydrothermal vent and cold seep fossils are known from the Silurian to the
Devonian (440–360 Ma). Putative tubeworms in particular were found in both vent and
seep Palaeozoic communities, although their affinity with vestimentiferans is controversial (Little, 2003; Kiel and Dando, 2009). Mollusc genera at seeps are on average older
than the marine molluscs in general, though not older than other non-seep deep-sea
genera (Kiel and Little, 2006). Non-symbiotic species endemic to seeps include sessile
barnacles, gastropods and aplacophorans that are derivatives of primitive forms (Tunnicliffe, 1992). Recently, an association between a stalked crinoid Cyathidium foresti
and a new species of deep-sea oyster, Neopycnodonte zibrowii, has been described
from the slope of the Azores Archipelago, which resembles a fossil palaeo-community
more than 60 million years in age (Wisshak, 2009). Monoplacophorans were found
also on hydrothermal vents in the geological past and have only been replaced by
large bivalves during the Tertiary.
The hypothesis that the deep-sea floor offers a refuge for a relict fauna is also implicit
in the model of onshore-offshore change in faunal diversity, suggesting that higher taxa
originated in a shallow-water environment forced by high selective pressure. These
species later invaded and eventually found refuge in deep-water environments against
2395
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competition, predation and extinction (Sepkoski, 1991). This hypothesis however, has
also been seriously questioned since the deep-sea floor is not exempt from large scale
disturbances. The deep-sea benthos survived the Cretaceous-Palaeogene extinction
event, but it may have suffered previous massive extinction events in relation to global
anoxia or dysoxia until the late Cretaceous (100 Ma) (Jacobs and Lindberg, 1998).
Later, a Paleocene-Eocene thermal maximum, 55 Million years ago, led to a 50%
reduction in the richness of deep-sea benthic foraminifera (Thomas and Shackelton,
1996). Since then, three gradual turnovers in foraminiferan composition have occurred,
which coincided with global cooling of the ocean (Thomas, 2007). It is thought that the
modern foraminiferan fauna was established during the middle Miocene (12 Ma). Some
groups such as the stilostomellids, however, became extinct no later than the middle
Pleistocene (1 Ma), during a period of intense glaciations of the Northern Hemisphere.
The search for living fossils has given rise to some of the most famous explorations
for deep-sea fauna, but finally provided only a few examples to support Sars’ paradigm.
Advances in paleoceanography, paleobiology and phylogeography showed that the
benthic deep-sea fauna suffered catastrophic events, massive extinctions as well as
radiations, although it is still unclear whether these events were global or had disjunct distributions. Deep-sea and shallow water benthic faunas clearly differ in their
taxonomic composition and functioning, but this could merely reflect adaptations to
deep-sea life rather than the preservation of an antique and uncompetitive fauna.
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4.3 Size matters

25

Trends of both dwarfism and gigantism among faunal groups have been observed since
early benthic deep-sea exploration (Moseley, 1880) and have long intrigued deep-sea
ecologists. As body size may scale with biological diversity, understanding the adaptation of size to the deep-sea environment might offer clues in the interplay of evolutionary and ecological forces generating and maintaining biodiversity (Rex and Etter,
1998). Conflicting size-depth clines of dwarfism and gigantism in the deep-sea benthos, however, proved difficult to combine into one single theory (Gage and Tyler, 1991).
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In both cases, the main mechanism invoked is an adaptation to the decrease in food
availability with depth. The energetic cost per unit mass is lower for big than for small
invertebrates (Peters, 1983), thus, favouring gigantism in the deep sea (Rex and Etter,
1998). However, as nutrient inputs decrease, so does abundance to a point where large
organisms might not be able to maintain populations large enough to be reproductively
viable. Dwarfism, though metabolically less efficient, would permit a larger number of
conspecific individuals to co-exist, thus, increasing the ability to acquire mates (Thiel,
1975, 1979). As a response to food limitation, the evolution of small body size in
the deep sea might result from a trade-off between metabolic rate and reproductive
efficiency. Alternatively, the optimality theory (Sebens, 1982, 1987), which balances
energy cost and intake as a function of body mass, also predicts a trend of decreasing size with decreasing food supply in the deep sea (Rex and Etter, 1998). McClain et
al. (2006) established a parallel between the evolution of body size in the deep sea and
the island rule. The island rule describes the trend for large species on continents to be
smaller on islands and inversely small species to get bigger, consequently reconciling
conflicting patterns of gigantism and dwarfism. While several selective pressures have
been proposed to explain insular patterns of body size, food limitation might be the only
one that is shared with the deep sea (McClain, 2006). The need to maintain a viable
population size would select for small body size among large species as suggested
by Thiel (1975, 1979), while metabolic efficiency would favour gigantism among small
species (McClain, 2006). In part, the geographic patterns of body size in the benthic
deep sea have been obscured because variations in size have been studied at different
taxonomic and functional levels, either within species, among species of similar taxa or
between size classes.
The size-depth clines of individuals within species are best documented for gastropods (Rex and Etter, 1998; McClain et al., 2005, 2006). These organisms are particularly well-suited for such studies because ontogenetic development is preserved in
shell form and size can be compared at common growth stages (Etter, 1990). Deepsea snails are either predators or deposit-feeders. Larvae can be planktotrophic or
2397
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lecitotrophic with a wide range of dispersal capabilities. Most individual species, however, live in restricted depth bands and species turn-over is high along continental
slopes. Independently of feeding modes or larval development, the general trend is
for upper bathyal species to increase in size with depth, while lower bathyal species
decrease in size towards the abyss. Among species, this results in a unimodal relationship between size of gastropods and depth, with a peak at ca. 3000 m depth
(McClain et al., 2005). Along a bathymetric gradient, the size of upper bathyal species
would have evolved mainly towards higher metabolic efficiency while, with constantly
decreasing food supply, the size of lower bathyal species would be rather constrained
by reproductive efficiency.
This rule may pertain to slightly mobile species, but not for swimming organisms,
which are more likely to find mates. For example, the size of lower bathyal and abyssal
populations of the natatory isopod Eurycope iphthima increases with depth between
2500 and 4800 m (Wilson, 1983). Similarly, gigantism is widespread among the most
mobile scavengers such as giant amphipods, isopods and large fishes. Large body
size permits extended transits and extensive food storage between feeding bouts. This
is a necessity in oligotrophic settings, where food parcels are few and far between, such
as in the deep-sea floor. Abyssal gigantism is also known for deposit-feeders, such as
the elasipodid holothurians species Psychropotes longicauda that attains a length of
∼0.5 m in the abyss. Among carnivores, the pycnogonids provided the first example
of abyssal gigantism (Moseley, 1880). Protozoans are also a good example. As found
on terrestrial ecosystems, protozoans are numerically dominant and ecologically significant in the deep-sea floor, but unlike on land, where protozoans are typically minute
and inconspicuous, in the deep sea they can be large (Margulis, 1989). Foraminifera,
protozoans with either calcareous or agglutinated tests (dwelling structures), occupy
every environment in the deep ocean. Some specialized foraminifera called xenophyophores can form tests that are typically 5 to >10 cm in size. Foraminifera are
capable of significant carbon processing and may surpass metazoan activities in this
regard, particularly under extreme conditions such as at very high pressure at the bot2398
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tom of trenches (Todo, 2005) or under severe oxygen stress in oxygen minimum zones
(Woulds et al., 2007).
Opposing the theory that larger body size evolved in the deep sea as a response
to low food supply are vents and seeps, where both bacteria and metazoan fauna can
be exceptionally large. The deep-sea floor hosts large numbers of bacteria (prokaryotes), which play fundamental roles in the remineralisation of organic matter and as
food or settlement cues for animals. Normally small (microns in size) bacteria can
become exceedingly large (cells reaching 1 mm in diameter and filaments several centimetres in length) in reducing environments such as methane seeps, hydrothermal
vents, whale falls and oxygen minimum zones, where they oxidize sulphide. The freeliving forms of these bacteria (Beggiatoa, Thioploca, Thiomargarita, Thiothrix) can form
massive mats that detoxify sulphide and provide a specialized habitat and food supply
for a variety of tolerant invertebrates and even fishes (Gallardo et al., 1977, 2007; Jannasch and Wirsen, 1981). Other sulphide- and methane-oxidizing bacteria have developed symbiotic relationships with the megafauna, sometimes in specialized organs
(see Sect. 3.2). These also play physiological and nutritional roles: animals with endosymbiotic bacteria often have reduced or lost their feeding apparatus and digestive
system. Autotrophic, symbiotic bacteria allow, amongst others, vesicomyid clams, gastropods, bathymodiolin mussels, siboglinid tubeworms, alvinocarid shrimps and even
ciliates in the deep sea to harness the abundant supply of chemical energy emerging from the sea floor at vents, seeps and decaying whale and wood falls (Dubilier et
al., 2008). Large size, high biomass and high density distinguish the fauna based on
chemoautotrophy from their counterparts in the other habitats of the deep ocean and
in shallow water. Tube worms in the genera Riftia, Ridgeia and Lamellibrachia may
reach 2–3 m length and vesicomyid clams and bathymodiolin mussels commonly attain adult lengths of 20–30 cm, all fuelled by their endosymbiotic bacteria. Although
these species grow at different rates depending on environmental conditions, most are
long lived (Lutz et al., 1988, 1994; Roux et al., 1989; Tunnicliffe et al., 1997), with an
age estimated for the cold-seep tubeworm Lamellibrachia of 200 years (Bergquist et
2399
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al., 2000).
A comparative analysis of the nematode size at bathyal and hadal depths in the
South Pacific Ocean (Atacama Trench) revealed a reduction of the mean nematode
size by ca. 67% at deepest depths (Gambi et al., 2003). However, since food availability
is not a limiting factor in hadal sediments, other causes are likely to be responsible
for the reduction of nematode species richness and body size. The dominance of
opportunistic species, which are known to be characterised by smaller sizes, might
have contributed to the reduced nematode size at hadal depths. Finally, specimens of
smaller size may be able to better tolerate the high pressures.
Within species, as well among species of the same taxa or functional groups, both
trends of dwarfism and gigantisms co-exist in the deep sea and not all of them can be
explained by food limitation only. Other selective pressures may interplay on the evolution of body size, such as predation, competition or life history. Contradictory patterns
and conflicting theories might, thus, suggest that selective agents act in idiosyncratic
ways on different species (Rex et al., 1998). Still, there seems to be one rule regarding
the size of benthic deep-sea organisms. Deep-sea communities tend to get smaller at
increasing depth because the relative contribution of the smaller size-classes to community biomass increases with depth. This observation formed the basis of Thiel’s
(1979) contention that the average size of organisms decreases with depth, but it was
restricted to a comparison between meiofauna and macrofauna biomass on limited
datasets. It has only recently been confirmed for all size classes, including bacteria
and megafauna using much larger datasets (Rex et al., 2006; Rowe et al., 2008).
4.4 Trophic structure

25

Nutritional adaptations play a strong role in determining the taxonomic composition and
morphological attributes of the deep-sea biota (Gage, 2003). With low energetic inputs
mainly of detritus coming from the surface, detritivores are not surprisingly dominant
on the deep-sea floor. In fact, the deep sea may have been a centre of diversification
for deposit feeders. An increase in palaeo-primary productivity and climate seasonality
2400
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in the latest Cretaceous – early Palaeogene may explain the origin of many independent deep-sea lineages of detritivore echinoids between 75 and 55 Ma ago (Smith and
Stockley, 2005). Different modes of food acquisition, however, are each best represented in different environments: subsurface deposit feeding (e.g. some polychaetes,
echiurans) dominates on organic-rich margin sediments, surface deposit feeding (e.g.
holothurians, other polychaetes, some asteroids) in the oligotrophic abyssal seafloor,
suspension-feeding (e.g. corals, sponges, crinoids) on slopes of seamounts, canyons,
ridges and banks where currents are stronger, chemoautotrophy in reducing ecosystems such as vents and seeps, and carnivory and scavenging (e.g. crustaceans, some
asteroids, fishes) throughout. Although most of the deep sea is heterotrophic (i.e. there
is not autochthonous primary productivity and the fauna depends ultimately from production in the euphoic zone), microbial primary productivity fuelled by chemical energy
is found in a number of isolated ecosystems such as hydrothermal vents, cold seeps,
OMZs and large food falls.
While food type will determine the community composition in each habitat, food
quantity and quality are the most important parameters that shape spatiotemporal variations of abundance, biomass and, in some cases, species richness (Gage, 2003).
High diversity on hard substrata in the deep sea is associated with biogenic structures
formed by scleractinian, gorgonian or sponge skeletons, giant protozoan tests, bivalve
beds and siboglinid bushes (Buhl-Mortensen et al., 2009; Cordes et al., 2010). These
structure-forming taxa are often termed ecosystem engineers because of their strong
influence on flow and geochemical regimes (Coleman and William, 2002). Associated animals are provided with stable surfaces for attachment, access to more food,
sometimes in the form of enhanced particle flux, mucus or associated bacteria, refuge
from predators and aggregation sites for mating. Commensal relationships involving
ecosystem engineers in the deep sea are often facultative, but nevertheless important.
Obligate commensal relationships are more common in settings subject to sulphide
and oxygen stress such as hydrothermal vents and methane seeps. Examples include
large clams and mussels whose gills and mantle cavities host obligate polynoid, nau2401
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tiniellid and hesionid polychaetes and even a copepod, or siboglinid tubeworms with
an obligate egg-consuming bivalve. In these settings, many endosymbiotic bacteria
live in obligate relationships with their hosts, and in some taxa are passed down to
offspring of the host at the egg stage (e.g. vesicomyid bivalves) or embryo stage (Cary
and Giovanni, 1993).
4.5 Specific adaptations to living in mid water
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The deep pelagic is vast and very diffuse, with generally low abundances of inhabitants,
although submersible observations indicate that some species may concentrate into
narrow depth bands (Robison, 2004). Such an environment implies low encounter
rates for both food and potential mates. Availability of food is even lower than on the
deep-sea floor because sinking food accumulates at the seabed, but passes through
the water column (Herring, 2002). The popular concept of deep-sea animals such as
fishes with large mouths and long, sharp teeth results from the fact that these fishes
need to catch and swallow whatever prey they chance upon or can lure into range.
In the pelagic environment, organisms must stay at the appropriate depth range.
This means actively swimming against gravity (energetically costly in a food-poor environment), increasing drag to prevent sinking, or achieving neutral buoyancy (Herring,
2002). The latter can be accomplished by special flotation structures to offset the
weight of muscles and skeleton or by reducing the overall density of the tissue to close
to that of seawater. Reduction of tissue density to a gelatinous/watery consistency is
very common among deep pelagic animals and is found in many phyla (Herring, 2000).
Furthermore, as more direct observations have been made with submersible, it has become apparent that the deep pelagic fauna is dominated by gelatinous megaplankton
(Robison, 2004), such as cnidarians (jellyfishes and siphonophores), ctenophores and
salps (Fig. 5). Although little is known about their feeding rates, their sheer abundance
indicates their predatory impact on the ecosystem. Evidence also is now developing
that many other members of deep pelagic food webs are dependent either directly or
indirectly on these gelatinous organisms.
2402
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Whereas bioluminescence is common in many marine communities, and is not unusual on land, it is almost universal among deep pelagic organisms. Some animals
produce the light independently, whereas others have symbiotic luminescent bacteria.
Biological production of light comes in many forms and has many functions (Herring,
2000, 2002 and references therein). Examples include a variety of lures, searchlights,
species- and sex-specific mate signalling/recognition photophores and various forms
of predator distraction and avoidance (Widder, 2002). A common form of bioluminescence that has evolved repeatedly among deep pelagic animals, especially the vertical
migrators of the mesopelagic, is counter-illumination. Ventral photophores produce
light that matches the faint blue remnant of sunlight coming from above and disrupts
the silhouette of the animal when seen from below by a predator.
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5 Deep-sea diversity patterns
5.1 One of the highest diversities on the planet
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It was not until the adoption of fine mesh (250–500 µm) sieves in the 1960s that the high
diversity of benthic deep-sea fauna, mainly found in the macrofauna component, was
truly appreciated (Hessler and Sanders, 1967), with as many as 100 species collected
2
per 0.25 m of seabed (Snelgrove and Smith, 2002). Prior to that, techniques used in
shallow water sampling (i.e. sieves with a mesh size of 1 mm), were employed for deepsea samples, thus, losing many of the smaller fauna. With increasing sampling and,
therefore, increased number of individuals and species, patterns of standing stock and
diversity began to emerge. In many areas of the open deep sea, an exponential decline
of macrofaunal standing stock with increasing depth is seen (Rowe, 1983; Rex et al.,
2006) and is often related to the flux of particulate organic matter from the surface of the
ocean to the seafloor (Johnson et al., 2007). Where there is high surface productivity
(e.g. in upwelling areas) and, therefore, flux of POC to seafloor, this is reflected by the
increase in the biomass of the benthos.
2403
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Trends in macrofaunal diversity vary both within and among ocean basins. It is often
stated that macrofaunal diversity tends to show a parabolic distribution with depth,
particularly in the North Atlantic (Rex, 1981, 1983), with the peak generally occurring
at intermediate to bathyal depths (Rex, 1981; Maciolek et al., 1987a,b). However, the
depth at which the peak in diversity is reached varies tremendously and also depends
on the taxa investigated. Paterson and Lambshead (1995) found that for polychaetes
the highest number of species was seen between 1400–1800 m along the Hebridean
Slope, NE Atlantic whilst Cosson-Sarradin et al. (1998) saw a parabolic shaped curve in
polychaete diversity with depth in the tropical NE Atlantic, with the maximum occurring
at a depth of 2000 m. Gage et al. (2000) found that macrofaunal diversity peaked
at about 1400 m along the Scottish continental slope, although in the Faroe-Shetland
Channel, the genus-level diversity maximum occurs at depths between 450 and 550 m
(Bett, 2001; Narayanaswamy et al., 2005, 2010). To confuse the issue, bivalves (Allen
and Sanders, 1996) and gastropods (Rex et al., 1997) have a variety of patterns in the
different basins of the South and North Atlantic. Rex et al. (1997) found that in the NE
Atlantic, gastropod diversity reached a minimum at intermediate depths. Weishappel
and Svavarsson (1998) showed that amphipods collected from the continental shelf to
a depth of 1200 m in the Norwegian Sea showed no clear pattern, yet south of Iceland
the amphipod diversity increased with increasing depth over the same depth range.
The great variation in diversity patterns observed for the macrofauna cannot be explained by any one factor. Physical changes in the substratum that the macrofauna
inhabit can lead to changes in diversity. For example, Etter and Grassle (1992) suggested that sediment particle diversity may influence diversity as there is greater habitat
complexity or greater food diversity. As stated above, productivity influences standing
stock, yet it may also have an effect on the benthic diversity. In some areas, high input
of particulate organic carbon to the seafloor may result in a decline in diversity (Levin et
al., 1994; Gage, 1997) compared to faunal communities found at similar depths (Levin
and Gage, 1998). A study of ophiuroid diversity on seamounts has shown that while
temperature (or a highly collinear factor such as depth) appears to have high predictive
2404
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value, modelled POC flux did not (O’Hara and Tittensor, 2010). In order to try and characterise global macrofaunal patterns, intensive sampling spanning both the bathyal and
abyssal plains needs to be undertaken, along with a standardised collection technique,
consistent taxonomic identification and the same statistical analysis.
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5.2 Hidden but significant: deep-sea meiobenthos
As faunal community structure, including the taxonomic composition of benthic communities, is tightly related to sediment characteristics, one could expect a significant
homogeneity at higher taxonomic levels in soft deep-sea sediments. Indeed at the
phylum or class level, these habitats are relatively predictable in community composition, on the condition that general environmental conditions prevail, such as organic
carbon supply, oxygen availability and the presence of a clay ooze substratum. For
macrofauna in general, polychaetes are dominant in terms of densities, followed by
small crustaceans and gastropods (Cosson et al., 1997; Galéron et al., 2001). In the
meiobenthic size class, nematodes are the most successful metazoan higher taxon,
representing 90 to 99%, while foraminiferans equal or even surpass nematodes numerically when the protozoan fraction is considered also as part of the meiobenthos.
Harpacticoids are present in soft, well-oxygenated deep-sea sediments but at lower
densities, representing less than 10% or even 5% of the total small to medium-sized
benthos between 33 µm and 1 mm. A general review on North East Atlantic meiobenthos is given in Vincx et al. (1994), but all other geographical areas studied support
parallel communities at higher taxon level.
Nematodes become increasingly dominant, in terms of relative abundance and
species richness, with increasing water depth (Vincx et al., 1994; Soltwedel, 2000).
Although the distribution of nematode genera across different deep-sea environments
is rather uniform (Thistle and Sherman, 1985; Vincx et al., 1994; Soetaert and Heip,
1995), there is little overlap of nematode species composition between adjacent sites
(Jensen, 1988; Tietjen, 1989). Knowledge of nematode species is limited to the
Mediterranean (Vitiello, 1976; Soetaert et al., 1995; Danovaro et al., 2008b), the North
2405
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Atlantic (Tietjen, 1976; Dinet and Vivier, 1979; Jensen, 1988), the Clarion-Clipperton
fracture zone (Lambshead et al., 2003; Miljutina et al., 2010) and the Atacama slope
and trench (Gambi et al., 2003). Moreover, most of these studies use species identifications only for biodiversity measurements without providing information on species
composition and turnover. The majority of deep-sea nematode studies concentrate on
genus level investigations, including recent studies from the NE Atlantic (e.g., Vanaverbeke et al., 1997b), the Mediterranean (e.g., Lampadariou and Tselepides, 2006), the
South West Atlantic (e.g., Netto et al., 2005) and the Indian Ocean (e.g., Muthumbi et
al., 2004), but also the polar regions with studies of the Laptev Sea (e.g., Vanaverbeke
et al., 1997a), the Central Arctic (e.g., Vanreusel et al., 2000), the Greenland Margin (e.g., Fonseca and Soltwedel, 2007) and the Antarctic (e.g., Vanhove et al., 1999,
2004).
Deep-sea sediment samples in general are characterised by the presence of a high
number of nematode genera (about 20 to 60 genera per 200 individuals on average).
However comparison of diversity as taxon richness among samples is difficult because
of the high number of rare genera, and consequently also the sample-size dependency
of genus richness estimates. Well-oxygenated, soft deep-sea sediments are never
characterised by extreme high dominances – exceeding 30% of the total assembly – of
particular genera. In general the dominant genus represents about 10% or less of the
total community, whereas more than half of the genera each represent 1% or less of the
total sample. There is a high degree of divergence in rare genera even between samples from the same area, but there is a high degree of similarity in dominant genera all
over the world (Vanreusel et al., in press). From 200 m depth downwards, specific genera appear or become more abundant compared to shallow water sites along shelves.
Some typical deep-sea genera include Acantholaimus, Thalassomonhystera and Halalaimus that are rarely recorded in shallow waters but are described as being present
with relatively high numbers from 200 m down to the deep trenches all over the world
(Soetaert et al., 1995; Gambi et al., 2003; Danovaro et al., 2008b, 2009).
2406
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5.3 High levels of new biodiversity in the Southern Ocean
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The Southern Ocean (SO) covers an area of 34.8 million km , with most of it being
below 1000 m depth (Clarke and Johnston, 2003). Rex et al. (1993) and Poore and
Wilson (1993) documented a latitudinal gradient in deep-sea biodiversity, especially for
the Northern Hemisphere. No ecological surveys to the SO deep sea benthos that
included meio-, macro and megafauna were conducted until recently. Intensive investigations since 2002 at about 40 stations in the SO during the ANDEEP (ANtarctic
benthic DEEP-sea biodiversity: colonisation history and recent community patterns)
expeditions revealed that, for some taxa (e.g., Isopoda), more species are known in
the benthic deep SO than on the Antarctic continental shelf (Brandt and Hilbig, 2004;
Brandt and Ebbe, 2007; Brandt et al., 2007a,b,c). In many taxa, far more than 90% of
the species collected in a typical abyssal sediment sample are new to science (e.g., Nematoda, Crustacea) and many of these (>50%) are rare. Some authors have demonstrated that the occurrence of rare species in samples is the result of sampling the regional fauna only (Rex et al., 2005a). Patterns in the biodiversity and biogeography of
the deep SO differ between meiofaunal, macrofaunal and megafaunal taxa. This points
to the fact that large-scale biodiversity and biogeography patterns largely depend on
size, biology (feeding mode and reproductive patterns) and mobility of the taxa investigated (compare also Rex et al., 2005b) combined with historical geologic patterns,
productivity, predation and the relationship between regional and local species diversity (Witman et al., 2004).
One potential explanation for the high SO deep-sea biodiversity could be that the
Southern Ocean deep sea exhibits unique environmental features, including a very
deep continental shelf, a weakly stratified water column and formation of abyssal waters flowing to other basins. These characteristics imply that SO deep-sea faunas
may be related both to adjacent shelf communities and to those in other deep oceans.
Unlike shallow-water Antarctic benthic communities, which display high levels of endemism, gigantism, slow growth, longevity and late maturity, as well as adaptive ra2407
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diations that have generated considerable novel biodiversity in some taxa (Brandt et
al., 2007b,c), little is known about life in the SO deep-sea region. However, the recent
ANDEEP sampling expeditions in the deep Weddell Sea and adjacent areas (748 to
6348 m water depth) have revealed high levels of novel biodiversity. The foraminifera
were represented by 158 live species, the nematodes belonged to typically cosmopolitan deep-sea genera, but more than half of the 57 species recognized in selected genera were new to science. More than 100 ostracod species were distinguished, >70%
of them new. Macrofaunal isopods were astonishingly diverse with 674 species identified, compared with 371 species reported from the entire Antarctic continental shelf.
More than 200 polychaete species were recognized, 81 of them previously unknown,
moreover, samples yielded 160 species of shelled gastropods and bivalves compared
to 279 species known from the shelf (<1000 m). In addition, 76 species of megafaunal
sponges were recognized, 17 of them new to science whilst 37 are new for the SO
(Brandt et al., 2007c). However, whether this high biodiversity is because the Weddell Sea is a geologically old oceanic crust dating from the Middle Jurassic, around
180 Ma ago (Storey, 1995; Thomson, 2004) or that it is a major source of the world’s
deep-water production, that could enhance the deposition of organic matter to the SO
deep-ocean floor, needs to be tested in future expeditions.
Bathymetric and biogeographic trends varied among taxa. In groups such as the
isopods and polychaetes, slope assemblages included species that have invaded from
the shelf. In other taxa, the shelf and slope assemblages were more distinct (e.g.,
Porifera, Mollusca). Abyssal faunas showed stronger links to other oceans, particularly the Atlantic, but mainly in taxa with good dispersal capabilities such as some
foraminifera and some polychaetes (Brandt et al., 2007b,c). However, this general picture might change when more deep-sea stations are sampled, as well as other SO
areas. The isopods, ostracods and nematodes are poor dispersers, and thus include
many species currently known and sampled only from the SO. Our findings challenge
suggestions that deep-sea diversity is depressed in the Southern Ocean at least for
the South Atlantic sector. Moreover, these data provide a basis for exploring the evolu2408
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tionary significance of the varied biogeographic patterns observed in this remote environment (Brandt and Hilbig, 2004; Brandt et al., 2007b,c; Brandt and Ebbe, 2007 and
references therein).
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Fauna from trenches are distinctive from abyssal communities (Gambi et al., 2003)
and Bruun (1956) described systems below 6 km depth as a unique ecological realm:
the hadal zone (Blankenship-Williams and Levin, 2009). The biota of trenches which
occur below 6000 m are referred to as ultra-abyssal or hadal. Although the exploration
and sampling of hadal fauna is still very limited, the number of metazoan species available for analyses from depths of over 6000 m has been constantly increasing in the
last 60 years. Numerous new species, genera and families have been described from
hadal systems, with underwater photographs revealing new groups of animals yet to
be identified (Belyaev, 1989). For many years, fishes and decapods were considered
to be excluded from hadal settings, but recent lander-based observations reveal liparid
fishes and shrimp present to depths of at least 7700 m in the Pacific (Jamieson et al.,
2009, 2010). Videos show that many of these consume scavenging amphipods. The
nekton in the zone between 6000 and 11 000 m is dominated by carnivorous, cannibalistic and scavenging amphipods, with decapods and fishes limited largely to depths
above 8000 m (Jamieson et al., 2009). Studies of the Kermadec and Tonga trenches
using baited traps reveal that four amphipod species partition the 6000–11 000 m water column vertically, and that several species also exhibit ontogenetic vertical zonation (Blankenship et al., 2006) as well as resource partitioning by diet (Blankenship
and Levin 2007). Calcareous taxa fare poorly in this zone. Among the echinoderms,
ophiuroids, echinoids and asteroids disappear while holothurians are abundant (Wolff,
1970; Belyaev, 1989). The great trench depths are linked to under-saturation of carbonate and opal. Foraminifera are dominant forms at the greatest ocean depths (Todo
et al., 2008), but most are soft-bodied or organic-walled and calcareous forms are rare
(Gooday et al., 2008). Amphipods, polychaetes and bivalves are more abundant in
2409
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the hadal zone than in the abyss, while cnidarians, bryozoans and cumaceans are rare
(Wolff, 1970). Levels of endemism appear to be extremely high (58%) among the hadal
fauna, at least for larger taxa, with 47% of species limited to single trenches (Belyaev,
1989). It seems that each trench harbours a distinct community. Chemosynthesisbased communities are also present in trenches. Although biodiversity within a hadal
trench is often low, because of their characteristic fauna, hadal systems may contribute
significantly to global deep-sea diversity (Blankenship-Williams and Levin, 2009). The
extent and importance of trenches, the degree and mechanisms of gene flow between
trenches, and the evolutionary age of the trench fauna are some of the many remaining
questions concerning hadal ecosystems (Blankenship-Williams and Levin, 2009).
The diversity of nematode assemblages at hadal depths in the Atacama Trench
(Pacific Ocean) displays a different composition to that at bathyal depths (Gambi et
al., 2003). At bathyal depths, 95 genera and 119 species were found (Comesomatidae, Cyatholaimidae, Microlaimidae, Desmodoridae and Xyalidae being dominant). In
contrast, in the Atacama Trench, despite the very high abundances encountered of
over 6000 individuals in 10 cm−2 (i.e. 10 times the abundance of meiofauna at bathyal
depths; Danovaro et al., 2002), only 29 genera and 37 species were found, dominated
by Monhysteridae, Chromadoridae, Microlaimidae, Oxystominidae and Xyalidae. The
genus Monhystera (24.4%) strongly dominated at hadal depths and Neochromadora
and Trileptium were observed only in the Atacama Trench. The presence of a restricted
number of families and genera in the Atacama Trench might indicate that hadal sediments limited nematode colonisation. Most of the genera reaching very high densities
in Trench sediments (e.g., Monhystera) are opportunistic (Gambi et al., 2003).
5.5 Lophelia reefs: hot spots of diversity

25

The Lophelia-reefs are complex habitats with coral colonies up to ca. 2 m high and
fragments of dead skeleton with variable size and age (Wilson, 1979; Mortensen et
al., 1995; Hovland and Mortensen, 1999). They provide a habitat for a variety of
species and, therefore, support a significant biodiversity (Dons, 1944; Burdon-Jones
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and Tambs-Lyche, 1960; Jensen and Frederiksen, 1992; Mortensen and Fosså, 2006).
The majority of these species are sessile invertebrates that use the exposed skeleton
as an attachment site in an environment suitable for suspension feeding. Habitats
within the Lophelia reefs can be defined at different spatial scales (Mortensen et al.,
1995; Jonsson et al., 2004). Viewed at a large scale, a reef typically consists of three
vertical zones, or reef habitats: 1) “The live Lophelia-zone” (LL) occurs at the top of the
reef and consists of mainly living Lophelia colonies separated by areas with dead broken skeletons; 2) “The dead Lophelia-zone” (DL) is found between the top and the foot
of the reef. The bottom here is characterised by large fragments of dead corals and
a high diversity of megafauna; 3) “The Lophelia rubble-zone” (LR), has small skeletal
fragments mixed with sediments flanking the foot of the reef. The horizontal extent
of this zone varies from only a few metres to several tens of metres. The live and
the dead zone comprise steep bottoms and normally have a similar vertical range,
whereas the Lophelia rubble-zone has a narrower depth range and a lower bottom
inclination. At a smaller scale, four sub-habitats can be recognized within the coral
colonies: 1) the smooth surface of living corals, 2) the detritus laden surface of dead
corals, 3) the cavities inside dead skeleton, and 4) the free space between the coral
branches (Mortensen et al., 1995). The composition of associated species is clearly
different in these sub-habitats but has not been studied specifically so far (Jensen
and Frederiksen, 1992). More studies on the small-scale distribution of species within
Lophelia-reefs are needed to understand the habitat requirements of the species and
to learn more about the structure and functioning of the reef community.
The highest documented density of Lophelia-reefs is found off the Norwegian coast,
where more than 1000 reefs have been documented and more than 6000 have been
estimated. On the open coast Lophelia reefs occur in offshore areas mainly between
200 and 300 m depth, whereas in some of the deep, open fjords they occur shallower,
◦
up to 40 m depth. It is the vertical distribution of warm (4–8 C) Atlantic water that
restricts L. pertusa to the upper 400 m in the Norwegian Sea and the Barents Sea.
Below this depth, cold (−0.5–4 ◦ C), Arctic intermediate water occurs. The area west of
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the British Isles represents another prominent reef province. In this region cold water
occurs much deeper than it does north of the Wyville-Thomson Ridge. L. pertusa is
here found in two depth strata: one shallow (200–400 m) and one deep (700–900 m).
Another scleractinian, Madrepora oculata commonly occurs together with Lophelia pertusa in the Northeast Atlantic. However, Madrepora is less abundant than Lophelia and
has never been reported forming coral reefs (Dons, 1944; Frederiksen et al., 1992).
Cairns (1979) observed that such Lophelia-Madrepora associations are typical for eastern Atlantic deep-water coral reefs, in contrast to the Lophelia-Enallopsammia associations of most western Atlantic deep-water coral reefs. Other scleractinians (such
as Dendrophyllia cornigera (Lamarck, 1816), Desmophyllum dianthus, Gonicorella dumosa (Alock, 1902), Solenosmilia variabilis (Duncan, 1873) and Oculina spp.) are
often found together with Lophelia in different parts of the world. Along the mid-Atlantic
Ridge, there are signs of former large Lophelia-reefs, but the live occurrences are restricted to scattered small colonies (Mortensen et al., 2008). Mortensen et al. (2006)
found no evidence that this situation was due to intensive bottom fisheries, but suggested rather that climatic changes could have led to less favourable environmental
conditions or reduced food supply. Gorgonians occurring in stands are called gorgonian “gardens”. Such habitats may consist of one or several species of gorgonians
and are confined to hard bottom, except for some species of Isididae and Chrysogorgiidae, which attach to sandy and muddy bottoms with root-like holdfasts. Primnoa
resedaeformis and Paragorgia arborea are the most abundant and widely distributed
large gorgonians in the North Atlantic (Madsen, 1944; Tendal, 1992; Mortensen and
Buhl-Mortensen, 2004; Mortensen et al., 2006). The diversity of associated species
(including commensalistic, parasitic and mutualistic relationships with both strong (obligate) and loose (facultaive) associations) with cold-water gorgonians is lower than
for cold-water scleractinians (Buhl-Mortensen and Mortensen, 2005). However, BuhlMortensen and Mortensen (2005) found that the number of obligate symbionts is higher
for gorgonians than for antipatharians, alcyonarians and scleractinians.
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In the pelagic system, the abundance and biomass of organisms generally varies with
depth, from a maximum near the surface, decreasing through the mesopelagic, to very
low levels in the bathypelagic, increasing somewhat in the benthopelagic (Marshall,
1979). It is worth noting that although the abundance (i.e., number per cubic metre
of seawater) of animals in the bathypelagic is very low, because such a huge volume
of the ocean is bathypelagic, even species that are rarely encountered may have very
large total population numbers. A species with only one animal in 1000 cubic metres of
water but a depth range of 1–2 km and a broad geographic distribution can have a population of many millions (Herring, 2002). The organisms of this huge ecosystem may
be very diverse, but their diversity is so poorly known that it cannot even be estimated
reasonably for comparison with other ecosystems (Robison, 2009).
Temporal dynamics in the pelagic system have a major impact in the shaping of the
ecosystem (Robison, 2004). These temporal changes, ranging from daily to annual, result from both physical and biological processes. Water movements transport entrained
swimming and drifting organisms. Because of the huge volume of water moving in the
deep, even slow currents can transport very large numbers of organisms, and on annual time scales the distances can be large. Temporal biological dynamics include the
active vertical movements of the animals over various time scales. The life cycles of
deep pelagic animals often involve shifts in vertical distribution among developmental
stages. Additionally, many deep benthic species spend part of their life cycles, typically the early stages but for some the reproductive stage, at some level in the pelagic
realm (Marshall, 1979). Such ontogenetic vertical migrations expand the dependence
of species on the physical and biological dynamics of the various layers, often including
the surface layer. Even more spectacular are the diel vertical migrations of very many
species typical of the mesopelagic and upper bathypelagic (Angel, 2003). Although
there are various detailed patterns, this shift is generally upward at night to feed in
the higher biomass closer to the surface and back down during the day, perhaps to
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avoid visual predators during daylight or perhaps for energetic efficiency in the colder,
deeper waters. Diel vertical migration in the deep sea comprises the largest migration
on Earth. The argument has recently been made that so many animals are swimming
up and down regularly that they add substantially to the physical mixing of the ocean
water (Kunze et al., 2006). All of this vertical migration also actively contributes to the
“biological pump” that substantially accelerates the movement of carbon compounds
and nutrients from the epipelagic into the deep ocean (Angel, 2003). When the temporal component is superimposed on the massive volume of the deep ocean, the deep
pelagic can be considered effectively to be four-dimensional.
Horizontal patterns exist in the global distribution of deep pelagic organisms (Herring, 2002). However, these patterns seem less distinct than in either surface waters or
on the bottom. The drivers of these patterns are not well known. Primary productivity
at the surface is certainly an important factor. Whether by passive sinking or active biological transport, surface productivity feeds life in the deeper waters. Surface patterns
are therefore reflected in the deep pelagic (Herring, 2002). In addition to variation in the
total abundance and biomass that can be supported, some deep species are known
typically to live beneath oligotrophic waters whereas others are typical below higher
productivity areas, even areas where high productivity drives low oxygen concentrations in underlying waters. Additionally, major oceanic frontal boundaries such as the
polar and subpolar fronts extend down into deep waters and appear to form biogeographic boundaries, although the distinctness of those boundaries may decrease with
increasing depth (Vecchione et al., 2010).
5.7 Large-scale diversity trends

25

Two large scale diversity patterns have been discussed in the context of deep-sea
benthic communities: a poleward trend of decreasing diversity and the unimodal relationship between diversity and depth (Rex, 1981; Rex et al., 1993). Indeed, for many
taxa, a parabolic pattern in species diversity in relation to water depth has been observed (Rex, 1981; Pineda and Caswell, 1998; Gray, 2001, 2002; Levin et al., 2001).
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This pattern and the latitudinal pattern in species richness may be explained by biological interactions, the species-area hypothesis, hump-shaped energy-productivity,
species ranges, the random boundary hypothesis and historical (evolutionary) factors
(Gray, 2001 and references therein).
Because of the lower numbers of individuals per species in deep-sea regions compared to coastal areas and the very large numbers of species collected in individual
sledge tows, Hessler and Sanders (1967) first suggested that deep-sea communities
are more diverse than those in shallow areas. Since then, the question of whether
the deep sea is (hyper) diverse (Gray, 1994, 2002; Gray et al., 1997; Lambshead
and Boucher, 2003) and what mechanisms maintain such high diversity (Grassle and
Sanders, 1973; Grassle, 1989; Gage and Tyler, 1991; Etter and Grassle, 1992; Lambshead, 1993; Rogers, 2000; Levin et al., 2001; Snelgrove and Smith, 2002; Rex et
al., 2005b) have been constantly discussed and remain controversial (May, 1994). According to Gage and Tyler (1991), seasonal food input is one of the factors that is
a source of temporal patchiness and regulates species coexistence in the deep sea.
Other hypotheses suggest a balance between competitive exclusion and frequency of
disturbance, which results in patchiness and community succession on biologically influential scales, i.e. millimetre-to-metre (Grassle and Sanders, 1973; Grassle, 1989;
Lambshead, 1993; Snelgrove and Smith, 2002). Additionally, microhabitat specialization may promote local species diversity in deep-sea sediments (Jumars, 1975, 1976;
Thistle, 1983, 1998; Thistle and Eckman, 1990; Baguley, 2006). Levin et al. (2001)
identified food input, bottom flow, bottom-water oxygen levels, sediment heterogeneity and ecological disturbance as the five most important factors structuring benthic
biodiversity in the deep sea.
The pattern of latitudinal decreasing species richness (macrofauna) in the NE Atlantic, or increasing species diversity (nematodes) from the tropics northwards, is probably the most debated (Boucher and Lambshead, 1995; Rex et al., 2000, 2001; Mokievsky and Azovsky, 2002; Lambshead et al., 2000, 2001, 2002; Ellingsen and Gray,
2002). There are still large gaps in the information on the latitudinal pattern of the
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Northern Hemisphere, especially for nematodes. Diversity measurements in the Arctic
were lacking until recently, as studies have been restricted to genus level investigations
(Vanaverbeke et al., 1997a; Vanreusel et al., 2000; Fonseca and Soltwedel, 2006).
Lambshead (1993) hypothesised that primary productivity is closely coupled to pelagic
secondary production in the tropics so that there is little flux to the seabed. Moving
polewards, the primary bloom becomes more decoupled from the grazing bloom so
that much phytoplankton settles to the seabed, leading to increased food availability
at higher latitudes. The relationship between productivity and diversity is thought to
be unimodal, with the highest diversity at intermediate levels of productivity (Grime,
1973; Huston, 1979; Rosenzweig, 1995). Productivity in benthic deep communities
outside reducing environments can be considered low to extremely low, therefore, the
relationship between productivity and diversity is expected to be linear (Lambshead
et al., 2000). Investigation of deep-sea metazoan species’ richness along latitudinal
gradients is relatively new and, so far, is restricted to a few macrofaunal taxa (Rex et
al., 1993, 1997, 2000), modern and fossil foraminifera (Thomas and Gooday, 1996;
Culver and Buzas, 2000) and nematodes (Lambshead et al., 2000). However, studies
of faunal diversity along latitudinal gradients have typically used data assembled from
a variety of different projects that used different collecting protocols and methods. This
problem has contributed to increasing the degree of uncertainty in the interpretation
of the results. An example of conflicting results is reported from the European margins. Preliminary results, based on a large dataset collected under the same sampling
strategy and laboratory protocols, are providing new insights into the knowledge of latitudinal patterns (Danovaro et al., 2009). Although limited data were collected along the
European open slopes for comparison, the results are significantly different from those
expected as both the richness of total meiofaunal taxa and nematode species richness
are very similar at all latitudes, with slightly higher values at mid-high latitudes (Fig. 6).
◦
◦
However, the very limited information available between 42 N and 70 N or more and
the peculiar characteristics of the deep Mediterranean Sea need to be carefully considered. These new observations beg for new hypotheses based on the combined effect
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of regional productivity and efficiency of shelf export in different slope areas.
Qualitative (Rex, 1981) and quantitative (Etter and Grassle, 1992) sampling studies
indicated that diversity-depth patterns in the benthic deep sea are often unimodal with
a peak at intermediate depths (around 2000 m) and lower diversity at upper bathyal
and abyssal depths (Gray, 2001). Some abyssal regions (e.g. the Equatorial Pacific
and Southern Ocean) still have very high diversity (Glover et al., 2002; Smith et al.,
2008). Unimodal patterns, however, do not appear to be universal (Rex et al., 1997;
Stuart et al., 2003). A variety of unanticipated oceanographic conditions, at specific
depths, often interrupts and modifies bathymetric horizontal diversity trends (Gage,
1997; Levin and Gage, 1998; Vetter and Dayton, 1998; Levin et al., 2001). Species
diversity varies strongly with depth and diversity-depth patterns vary geographically
from basin to basin (Rex et al., 1997; Danovaro et al., 2008b). Although diversitydepth trends are not completely understood, it seems likely that they are shaped by
complex interacting factors that operate at different temporal and spatial scales (Levin
et al., 2001; Stuart et al., 2003). Knowledge of bathymetric gradients of diversity is
largely based on studies conducted in the bathyal zone, (i.e. from the shelf break at
200 m down to 3000 m). The analysis of nematode assemblages revealed high biodiversity values along continental margins, but the expected strong unimodal trend over
the bathymetric gradient with a diversity peak at 2000 m water depth (Rex, 1981) was
not evident. Therefore, the hump-shaped curve cannot be used to describe the general
patterns of meiofaunal biodiversity vs. depth. Moreover, different taxa display different
spatial patterns with increasing depth. The number of taxa decreases with increasing
depth along the open slopes of most continental margins examined, except the North
Atlantic (Rockall Trough; Vincx et al., 1994; Hoste et al., 2007). Moreover, the analysis
of deep-sea biodiversity along continental margins at standard depths revealed that
no clear spatial (either increasing or decreasing) pattern in nematode diversity can be
observed in any of the study areas, except the southern Cretan margin where diversity
decreases with depth (Fig. 7). These results suggest that biodiversity patterns also depend on topographic and ecological features at a regional scale (Danovaro et al., 2009)
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and underline the importance of acquiring a better understanding of the ecological and
environmental conditions acting at regional scales and potentially controlling deep-sea
biodiversity distributions along continental margins (Danovaro et al., 2010).
The source-sink hypothesis for macrofauna formulated by Rex et al. (2005b), states
that abyssal populations in many species of gastropods and bivalves are regulated by
a balance between chronic extinction arising from vulnerabilities to Allee effects (for
smaller populations, the reproduction and survival of individuals decrease) and immigration from bathyal sources, with non-reproductive populations at abyssal depths.
However, the sources-sink model remains to be tested for other taxa in the North Atlantic, and for all taxa in the largest abyssal basins in the Pacific Ocean (Smith et al.,
2008). It does not seem to apply to a number of highly successful and species-rich
taxa in the abyss including isopods, polychaetes, holothurians and asteroids (RamirezLlodra et al., 2002; Young, 2003 and references therein; Smith et al., 2008 and references therein).
5.8 Diversity variables that single out deep-sea samples: evenness
Deep-sea benthic assemblages, excluding those from chemosynthetically-driven systems, are typically characterised by a high diversity and low degree of dominance by
the most abundant species. As a consequence, the evenness (equitability, measured
as Pielou index, J) of the benthic assemblages is generally high, ranging from 0.7 to
1.0. This means that the distribution of individual abundance is highly homogeneous
among species. This property has important and positive consequences on the stability of the benthic assemblages as well as on the resilience of these assemblages after
a disturbance event. The evenness of deep-sea assemblages has no equivalents with
shallow water counterparts (Flach and de Bruin, 1999) and is likely to represent a privileged tool for optimizing the exploitation of the limited food sources generally available
in deep-sea ecosystems. An analysis based on a large data set from the European
continental margins (Fig. 8; Danovaro et al., 2008a) indicates that at all latitudes and in
different biogeographic settings, the evenness of meiofaunal (nematode) assemblages
2418
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increased with increasing depth. Interestingly, the evenness increased with increasing
depth also in systems where the biodiversity showed a clear negative bathymetric gradient. In all of the systems investigated, the Pielou index increased from 500 to 2000 m
depth to remain stable at values close to 0.95 down to 5000 m depth.
In stark contrast to the diverse, even systems described above, the world’s oxygen
minimum zone ecosystems support some of the lowest diversity found in the ocean.
Extreme dominance is a hallmark of the OMZ benthos, with single species accounting
for over half of the total macrofauna where hypoxia is most severe (Levin et al., 2001,
2009). Strangely enough, the dominant form varies from place to place, although these
are often annelids. In the Arabian Sea, a spionid and amphinomid polychaete species
account for 67% and 100% of the total macrofauna at 400 m off Oman and at 800 m
off Pakistan, respectively. Off Peru, a gutless oligochaete is 83% of the total and off
northern Chile a dorvilleid polychaete is 73% of the total macrofauna. In the sandy
sediments of a seamount bathed in the OMZ off Mexico, we find an aplacophoran
mollusc as the dominant taxon (47% of the total). In the Namibian OMZ the gastropod
(Nassarius vinctus) and bivalve (Nuculuna bicuspidata) dominate. Maximal dominance
is typically associated with extremely high density or biomass, and seems most likely
to occur at OMZ lower transition zones, where oxygen just begins to rise. Often the
species richness of these communities is very low, with 10–20 species. Similar patterns
of low diversity and high biomass are found in other ecosystems with strong gradients
of environmental factors, such as hydrothermal vents (Van Dover, 2000).
6 Limitations to deep-sea diversity estimation
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The deep-sea fauna is unquestionably diverse (Bouchet, 2006), but the question of
quite how diverse remains unresolved. Grassle and Maciolek’s (1992) benthic extrapolation of at least 1 million and potentially more than 10 million species is, at
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the upper end, higher than an extrapolation from European fauna of total multicellular marine species (Bouchet, 2006), and also higher than Reaka-Kudla’s (1997) estimates of shallow-water reef species richness. Thus, it appears that the deep sea
has a particularly high level of uncertainty associated with species richness estimates.
Unfortunately, the challenges of sampling the deep sea and identifying those specimens collected with certainty limit the data available for answering the aforementioned
question. Potentially informative data include two processes: 1) species discovery:
identifying a morpho-species as potentially new at a regional or global level, and 2)
species description: describing a new species in the literature. These can be compared for deep-sea and shallow-water systems and, in the limiting case of extremely
well-sampled and identified taxa, used to extrapolate species richness, assuming that
trends in discovery remain consistent.
The extrapolation of description curves to estimate total richness has been attempted
in the global oceans for large marine animals (Solow and Smith, 2005) and fishes (Mora
et al., 2008, technically a discovery curve), and regionally for all European marine
species (Wilson and Costello, 2005). Mora et al. (2008) partitioned species explicitly by habitat affiliation, providing some information on discovery trends in deep-sea
fishes. Bathydemersal species were the least completely sampled of all fishes by habitat, with a predicted 56% (2081 species) of species currently in the public inventory,
while bathypelagic species were considered to have an inventory 76% complete (1275
species). However, this study was only conducted on publicly accessible data, meaning that the numerous privately held (and indeed undescribed) data could well inflate
this total. Additionally, taxonomic expertise for fishes is primarily distributed among
pelagic, shallow-demersal and reef-associated species, with less availability of taxonomic expertise for deep-sea fishes. Given that fish are among the best-sampled of
marine taxa, and that for other taxa there is far more limited taxonomic expertise available to partition specimens into morpho-species or describe species in the literature,
the species description approach would appear to be of a narrow applicability for the
deep sea.
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Another limiting factor is that the large marine databases that have been assembled in recent years, though very valuable resources, are not yet at a stage in
which they can be used to examine discovery trends in the deep sea. The World
Register of Marine Species (WoRMS; http://www.marinespecies.org) lacks easily extractable information to identify automatically species as deep sea, so without taxonomic knowledge of an entire group it is difficult to extract the data necessary to partition species to shallow/deep-water. The Ocean Biogeographic Information System
(OBIS; http://www.iobis.org) contains over 19.4 million records as of September 2009,
but only 75 532 of these are from depths >1000 m, or approximately 0.0004% of the
total. This tiny proportion reflects both the limited deep-sea data in the database and
the relative paucity of sampling compared to shallow systems.
An alternative to examining global description rates is to focus on extrapolation from
local or regional discovery curves. Species accumulation curves can be compiled for
individual sampling programmes and can (if supported by the data, and accepting the
assumptions inherent in extrapolation) be extrapolated to asymptotic richness or to
greater spatial extent (Grassle and Maciolek, 1992). For example, the ANDEEP I-III
expeditions (Brandt et al., 2004a,b, 2007a,b) sampled 13 046 isopods from the deep
Southern Ocean between 2002 and 2005. A total of 674 isopod species were discriminated from the 40 deep stations. Extrapolating the data from Brandt et al. (2007c)
using a newly-developed model-averaging technique (Mora et al., 2008; Tittensor and
Blanchard, unpublished) suggests that the inventory of isopods from the benthic deep
Southern Ocean is around ∼50% complete (Fig. 9), with around 677 species remaining to be discovered with considerable uncertainty associated with this estimate (but
note: these data are from epibenthic sleds only, and perhaps more critically assumes
that the habitat is well-sampled). This example involves extrapolation from a sampling
programme that has gathered and identified a very large number of individuals. For
most regions and taxa in the deep sea, this level of sampling is far from being attained.
Furthermore, unless the same taxonomists are involved, results cannot be combined
with different expeditions because morpho-species are not comparable. Thus, extrapo2421
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lating from species accumulation curves can be useful in those situations where there
is sufficient taxonomic expertise to identify morpho-species, but even then sampling
is frequently too limited for the species accumulation curve to begin to approach an
asymptote. The unknowns of beta (turnover) diversity and cosmopolitanism further
exacerbate the already significant uncertainties associated with spatial extrapolations.
Therefore, we suggest, given the challenging combination of limitations in sampling
and taxonomic expertise and the potentially vast diversity of deep-sea environments,
that the approach of extrapolating from description and discovery curves is at present
unlikely to be of use for estimating deep-sea species richness in the majority of taxa.
Extrapolations from species accumulation curves can be useful for those regions and
taxa that are particularly well sampled, but these remain few (Table 2). Given these
limitations, if revised estimates of deep-sea species richness are to be made, extrapolating from macroecological patterns (May, 1988) could prove the most fruitful for future
research.
6.2 Contrasting species-discovery and description rates
With the development of sampling techniques, the number of benthic and pelagic samples collected in the last decades has been increasing constantly. However, the number
of potentially new species (especially in the macro and meiofauna) and the decreasing
number of available taxonomists result in slow description rates. A good example is
found in nematodes. In spite of their numerical importance, only a small fraction of all
deep-sea nematode species has been described to date. The high number of species,
combined with the low numbers of individuals recorded per species, their small body
size and the low representations of adults, makes their taxonomic study a nearly impossible task through traditional techniques of microscopical observation. De Mesel et
al. (2007) indicated the presence of 55 different morphotypes within the single genus
Acantholaimus in a restricted geographical area (15 stations) within the Weddell Sea
(180 to 2000 m depth). The elaborate task of describing this high biodiversity slows
the discovery rate of new species as illustrated in Fig. 10. Knowing that one sample of
2422
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10 cm can harbour up to 100 different morphologically distinct species, and one study
area of a restricted number of stations contains up to 500 or more undescribed species
in total, a discovery rate of about 350 species over the last 40 years is just a glimpse
of the true nematode diversity presents in deep-sea sediments.
The second most abundant metazoan taxon in the deep-sea is that of copepod crus3
taceans. A single deep-sea multicorer sample (78 cm ) is likely to contain 50–60 copepod species (Rose et al., 2005), almost all of them as yet undescribed (Thistle, 1998;
Seifried, 2004). In addition, most of the species are represented by single individuals,
so that the complementarity between samples is very low. The relationship between the
number of adult copepods sampled and the number of species found in samples from
abyssal sites in the Pacific and Indian Ocean is a linear relationship with a slope of 0.86
2
and a regression value of R =0.97, indicating that almost every new adult specimen
found represents a different species (Fig. 11). Coull (1972) examined 696 deep-sea
copepods from 18 stations in the Northwestern Atlantic, concluding that “very few are
duplicated from sample to sample”. These figures are similar in different ocean basins,
as confirmed by as yet unpublished copepod data from the Clarion-Clipperton Fracture
Zone (Pacific), South Atlantic Basins, Eastern Mediterranean and Basins around the
Crozet Islands (Indian Ocean). A single collection of copepods from the Angola basin
yield more than 600 undescribed species of copepods (Seifried, 2004; Rose et al.,
2005).
An analysis of the CeDAMar database (http://www.cedamar.org/biogeography) containing distribution records of species present at depths greater than 2000 m reveals
a great lag between the time that a species is discovered (meaning here collected) and
the time when the species description is published, thus, becoming available. From
a total of 3074 species recorded from abyssal plains and described between 1765 and
2006, only 31% were described within the first 4 years after discovery, an additional
39% of the species descriptions were published between 5 and 10 years after discovery and 30% of the species needed more than 10 years to become available (Fig. 12).
By interpreting this figure, one has to take into account that the 3074 species probably
2423
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represent less that 5% of the actual number of new species sampled in the abyss during
this time. Many new species remain undescribed in natural history collections because
of the lack of specialists. This is remarkably true for small macrobenthic and meiobenthic species. Megafaunal species and demersal fishes are relatively well known. From
this dataset, almost 50% of the species were described before 1920 (Fig. 13). During
the times of the First and the Second World Wars, taxonomical activities ceased almost
completely. Then followed a golden era of abyssal taxonomy between 1960 and 1990,
when an additional 40% of the species were described. After 1990, description rates
declined, probably caused by the dramatic decrease of available taxonomic positions at
universities in developed countries. Nevertheless, the number of descriptions of some
animal groups has increased in recent years. Although isopod crustaceans from the
abyss have been described for more than a century, most of the species have been
described in the last 4 decades (Fig. 14). Several factors can explain this sudden high
rate of descriptions. Firstly, during the last decade, deep-sea research and systematic
sampling of the abyssal benthos has increased significantly. Furthermore, the usage of
fine-meshed epibenthic sledges (Brenke, 2005) that collect macrofaunal animals such
as isopods in very good conditions allows for better systematic descriptions.
7 General biogeography patterns
7.1 Global deep-sea provinces

20

25

Analysis of samples from the Challenger expedition in the 19th Century and other early
oceanographic cruises suggested the existence of heterogeneity in the distribution of
animals across the deep-sea floor. Two paths of thought on the span of occurrence of
species in the seafloor were developed in the 1950s: 1) cosmopolitan and widespread
species distribution, caused by the lack of ecological barriers and relative homogeneity
of conditions on the deep-sea floor; and 2) a trend with depth towards stenotopical
fauna caused by topographic barriers. These patterns were revised and summarized
2424
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by Vinogradova (1997).
A diversity of patterns, subdividing the deep-sea floor in faunal regions or provinces
has been proposed in the deep-sea benthos literature since the 1970s. Most of these
were supported by patterns of distribution of model faunal groups such as isopods
(Wolff, 1970; Menzies et al., 1973; Kussakin, 1973), tunicates (Monniot, 1979), asteroids (Sibuet, 1979), bathyal brachiopods (Zezina, 1997) and molluscs in the Southern
Ocean (Linse et al., 2006). Most of these patterns recognize that temperature and food
supply are factors that define the distribution of specialized faunal groups. However,
many biogeographic classifications for the deep-sea benthos are regional, based on
available and limited datasets. Moreover, several deep-sea habitats have a high degree of species endemism. This has been summarized for deep-sea regions from the
work done by Russian scientists for the abyssal fauna (Vinogradova, 1979), where the
bipolar distribution in eurythermal species is recognized. Belyaev’s regionalization of
the ultra-abyssal and hadal ecosystems indicated that, although most trenches have
been under-sampled, the available data show that over 50% of the species are endemic
and over 90% occur only in one trench and contributed the term “circular distributions” in his subdivision of the oceans (Belyaev, 1989). The classification of the Pacific
seamounts by Parin et al. (1997) recognized faunistic differences for echinoids, shrimp,
tanaids and fish species in seamounts and guyots with summits from 200 to 850 m and
grouped these into geomorphologically distinct sub-areas. The degree of endemicity
and species relationships were explained by the relatively mountain-less abyssal area
that serves as a biogeographic barrier. The biogeographic relationships among deepsea hydrothermal vent faunas at a global scale have been described by Tunnicliffe et
al. (1996, 1998), Van Dover et al. (2002), Shank (2004), Tyler et al. (2003), Bachraty
et al. (2008) and Desbruyères et al. (2007) for back-arc basins. The abyssal fauna
associated with ferromanganese nodules has been analysed by Veillette et al. (2007).
More recently, the Global Open Ocean and Deep Seabed (GOODS, 2009) biogeographic classification divided the ocean beyond the continental shelf into separate uncoupled biogeographic pelagic and benthic provinces. This classification used
2425
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a combined physiognomic (environmental features) and taxonomic (species composition when data was available) approach. As in previous biogeographic classifications,
the provinces are a stationary picture, lacking seasonality. The pelagic zone was divided into 30 provinces based on the properties of water masses and currents. The
benthic zone was subdivided into three large depth zones consisting of 37 provinces:
14 bathyal (300–3500 m), 13 abyssal (3500–6500 m) and 10 hadal (>6500 m). In addition, 10 hydrothermal vent provinces were delineated (GOODS, 2009).
Early marine deep-sea biogeographic classifications have generalized boundaries
that are not precise. Existing deep-sea biogeographic classifications have been based
on environmental variables (e.g. bathymetry, water masses and currents, substrate,
nutrients, and oxygen levels), more than on biological information (e.g., known distribution of certain species). The grouping of processes and environmental variables
where species may co-occur range in scales from broad-scale ecological provinces
to finer scale classifications based predominantly on geomorphic units, such as the
“seascapes” approach (Heap et al., 2009). Biogeographic classifications provide a basis for hypotheses and further scientific studies in topics of the origin and evolution of
deep-sea faunal assemblages. The existing biogeographic classifications have helped
to differentiate the broad species spatial distribution patterns, habitats, ecosystem processes (Spalding et al., 2007) and co-occurrence of species within them by using biological and environmental data to partition ecological units at a chosen scale (UNEPWCMC, 2007). Scientific research in the deep ocean is expensive and time consuming, and the analysis of the data collected presents complex challenges. Some of the
challenges of developing and applying biogeographic classification include considering appropriate scales for analysis, the difficulties of selecting boundaries in a fluid
marine environment, the improvement of underlying data and that of the scientific understanding of connectivity of deep-sea species in the ecosystem. There are major
gaps in global coverage of data. Some regions and marginal seas have a database
infrastructure that is inadequate to maintain as well as incomplete datasets and information. Substantial improvements will be required for future analyses. Improving
2426
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data accessibility and interoperability is required so that future biogeographic analysis
can be extended and integrated within and across regions. Information that will require
a better resolution and knowledge includes distribution of the types of substratum (hard
vs. soft), total sediment thickness and the composition of marine sediments. Substratum is important to the benthic biological community defining the species composition
and spatial variability. The hard substrata are required for attachment of some sessile
species. We know hardly anything on escarpments and other vertical topographic features because of the difficulty in sampling these ecosystems that have steep depth gradients. An integrative programme focused on human capacity to study and understand
the oceans at a global scale is required to build on international scientific cooperation.
Given these sampling limitations, new species distribution modelling techniques and
statistical methods have shown promise in the extrapolation of large-scale or global
patterns of habitat suitability and potential distribution from existing deep-sea samples
(Davies et al., 2008; Tittensor et al., 2009). The existing biogeographic classifications
will evolve to more refined schemes as new information becomes available, as our understanding of metapopulation connectivity of deep-sea species improves and a better
use of biological and environmental surrogates is acquired.
The applications of biogeographic classification to the conservation and sustainable
use of the deep sea and biodiversity lie within the context of marine spatial planning.
Current provinces recognized, in spite of the limited knowledge of the deep-sea fauna
or poor coverage, can help delineate deep-sea management boundaries useful for the
design of deep-sea marine protected areas and networks. Relatively little protection
exists for the deep sea (e.g. the coverage of seamounts reaches ∼2% of the total protected). Therefore, developing conservation strategies based on robust biogeographic
classifications will help protect deep-sea species vulnerable to degraded and fragmented seascapes or shifting habitats caused by climate change. Decision-making,
focused on proposals for marine development, resource exploitation and investment
projects, will require the biogeographic knowledge as ocean services from the deep
sea to be recognized for human welfare.
2427
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The inaccessibility of the deep sea has kept this ecosystem virtually unknown to most
people for a very long time. As a result, natural or anthropogenic impacts in the deep
sea are not recognized compared to similar-magnitude processes on land. With the
depletion of resources in shallower waters, industries such as fisheries, hydrocarbon
exploitation and marine mining are increasingly exploring deeper systems, with activities surpassing 2000 m depth (UNEP-WCMC, 2007). Recent studies have highlighted
the vulnerability of deep-sea ecosystem functioning to biodiversity loss (Danovaro et
al., 2008a). Understanding the present threats to deep-sea biodiversity is, therefore,
crucial for a sustainable management of deep-sea ecosystems and their resources.
In some instances, the impact of human activities on deep-sea ecosystems has been
taken into account in recent years and monitoring has been put in place, at least partially, leading to management and conservation actions. This is the case, for example
of some fisheries, hydrocarbon extraction and, more recently, mining. However, the
impact of most other human-related activities such as litter accumulation, chemical
pollution and indirectly, climate change on deep-sea habitats and ecosystems remains
unknown. One of the major limitations to developing robust conservation and management options is the relatively small amount of information available on deep-sea
habitat distribution, faunal composition, biodiversity and ecosystem functioning (UNEPWCMC, 2007). Strengthened international scientific coordination of efforts through
global programmes such as the Census of Marine Life (http://www.coml.org) and collaborations with industry are helping to address these gaps in knowledge. The results
will provide the scientific data needed by policy makers and conservation organisations. Some of the more critical human impacts to deep-sea ecosystems are briefly
described below.
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8.1 Waste, litter and chemical dumping
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The argument for waste disposal to abyssal depths during the second half of the 20th
Century was based on the incorrect assumption that the deep sea was a monotonous
and still environment with high assimilative capacity. Industrial and municipal wastes
were dumped at 2500 m on the eastern coast of the USA (DWD106) between 1972 and
1992 (Thiel, 2003). Although monitoring was scarce, studies showed that the isotopic
composition of the deep-sea echinoid Echinus affinis had been affected (Van Dover et
al., 1992) and there had been faunal changes at the seabed (Bothner et al., 1994).
Low level radioactive waste was also disposed in metal drums at abyssal depths in the
NE Atlantic between 1949 and 1982 (Thiel, 2003). Although no effects from leakage
have been reported, no studies were conducted directly in the area where the drums
are found (Sibuet et al., 1985; Thiel, 2003). While the disposal of these wastes ceased
less than 3 decades ago, littering of the deep-sea floor with solid and chemical contaminants has continued to increase. The major sources of litter are coastal and riverine
input and disposal from ships. Deep-sea litter includes mainly plastics, metal and glass,
as well as discarded or lost fishing gear (longlines and nets), the last being a major issue in closed seas such as the Mediterranean. Trawling and ROV studies regularly
collect and visualise litter accumulated on the deep-sea floor, but its effects in the communities and habitat are mostly unknown. Potential effects include the suffocation of
species and physical damage to sessile fauna such as corals or sponges, as well as
ghost fishing from lost/discarded fishing gear. Present research programmes are addressing these issues, including the degradation of plastics into microplastics and their
effect in the fauna. Chemical pollution is also being considered. A variety of chemical contaminants reach the marine system from atmospheric transportation, riverine
input or direct input from industry, with the recent evidence of accumulation in deepsea sediments and fauna. These contaminants include persistent organic pollutants
(POPs), radioelements and toxic metals (inter alia Hg, Cd, Pb, Ni, isotopic tracers), as
well as pesticides, herbicides and pharmaceuticals. Little is known regarding chemical
2429
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contamination of the deep sea, but recent pioneer studies have provided initial results.
For example, significant levels of dioxins have been found in the deep-sea rose shrimp
Aristeus antennatus, one of the main biological resources in the Mediterranean (Rotllant et al., 2006), and elevated levels of POPs have been reported from meso- and
bathypelagic cephalopods (Unger et al., 2008). Evidence is also available for the accumulation of metallic contaminants such as mercury and lead in deep-sea sediments
(Richter et al., 2009), with unknown effect on the fauna. Topography, such as the presence of canyons, and hydrography, including cascading events, play an important role
in the distribution of contaminants in the deep-sea floor and need to be considered in
future studies (Richter et al., 2009).
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Extractive industries that affect deep-sea ecosystems include 1) the oil and gas industry, which has been exploring and exploiting resources at increasingly deep waters
(now down to 3000 m) since the 1990s (DWL, 2005) and 2) novel potential deep-sea
mining industries. The main potential impact of hydrocarbon exploitation is from chemical pollution from drill cuttings or accidental spills (UNEP-WCMC, 2007). Oil companies
are particularly sensitive to environmental disturbance and have strong environmental controls on their exploration and production, as well as expanding collaborations
with the scientific community. Regarding mining, there are 3 major types of potential
economically viable deep-sea mineral resources: (1) polymetallic manganese nodules
from abyssal plains, (2) cobalt-rich ferromanganese crusts from seamounts, and (3)
massive sulphide deposits from hydrothermal vents. Manganese nodules contain a variety of minerals such as cobalt, copper, iron, lead, manganese, nickel and zinc, and
pilot studies were developed in parallel with scientific understanding of deep-sea biodiversity and the effect of disturbance at the seabed (ISA, 2004). At present, manganese
nodule mining, regulated by the International Seabed Authority (ISA) is not considered
economically feasible (UNEP-WCMC, 2007). Cobalt-rich ferromanganese crusts accumulate over rock on seamounts and active mountain chains and could provide up
2430
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to 20% of the global cobalt demand, but their exploitation is not cost-effective to date
(Rona, 2003; UNEP-WCMC, 2007). At the time of writing, mining of massive sulphide
deposits at hydrothermal vent sites is the most viable. These deposits contain copper,
lead, zinc, silver and gold, barium, nickel and other trace metals (Baker and German,
2009). Pilot studies and environmental assessments are being conducted on the EEZs
of Papua New Guinea and New Zealand and the exploitation of the resources is highly
likely to begin in the coming decade. Although industry is working closely together with
the scientific community, the major issue facing these potential exploitations is the lack
of knowledge on the surrounding environments. Very little is known regarding community composition at extinct vents, the levels of endemism, the growth and reproductive
patterns of the fauna and larval dispersal and colonization potential, making it very
difficult, if not impossible, to evaluate impact of mining. A “Code for Environmental
Management of Marine Mining” (IMMS, 2009) is being developed by the International
Marine Minerals Society (IMMS), as well as the International Seabed Authority guidelines for environmental baselines and monitoring programmes (ISA, 2004; Van Dover,
2007), but further and detailed scientific studies are essential in evaluating the potential
recovery of disturbed sites.
8.3 Biological resources
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Since the 1990s the most dramatic human impact on deep-sea communities is associated with fishing. In the past 30 years, the catch per tow of the main deep-sea fish
species has declined by up to 99% (Devine et al., 2006). Although fishing activity occurs down to only 1500 m (Clark et al., 2006; Paully et al., 2005), Bailey et al. (2009)
have shown that its impact is found in excess of 3000 m depth. The main targeted
species are orange roughy (Hoplostethus atlanticus), alfonsinos (Beryx decadactylus),
grenadiers (some macrurids), oreos (Allocyttus niger ) and different species of shrimp
(Pauly et al., 2003). One of the major aspects to be considered is that many deepsea fish species are long lived and late reproducers and, thus, slow at re-establishing
over-harvested populations. The second aspect of deep-sea fishing is impact on the
2431
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seabed. Trawls dragged over the seabed are non-selective and there is ample visual
evidence that the invertebrate by-catch can be extensive and that the seafloor is left
barren. Of particular concern is where fishing occurs in areas of frame building corals
such as Lophelia pertusa or giant calcareous gorgonians with very old ages. In such
fragile and sessile systems, long line fishing can also have an impact where the weight
for the line may be dragged through corals during recovery. Lastly, there is the accidental loss or abandonment of fishing gear such as trawls and long lines, that continue
fishing passively (ghost fishing) on the seafloor. Regulation of fishing in national waters
depends on each state. On the high seas, however, limitation of fishing depends on international agreement and enforcement is difficult, with nations not abiding by the rules
and regions where regulation is non-existent (UNEP-WCMC, 2007). Nevertheless, the
decline of certain species and the destruction of habitat, such as cold-water corals,
has led to the enforcement of protection rules in some regions, such as the protection
of coral ecosystems on the Darwin Mounds in the NE Atlantic (De Santo and Jones,
2007) and the legal ban of driftnet fishing and benthic trawling below 1000 m depth for
the whole of the Mediterranean (WWF and IUCN, 2004), that made the deep benthic
Mediterranean the largest protected area in the world.
8.4 Climate change and ocean acidification
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The future scenario of global climate change will affect all marine areas. Temperature change over the next 100 years is predicted to be between 1.4 and 5.8 ◦ C (IPCC,
2007). This will have considerable effects on the surface of the oceans, which will be
transmitted to the depth. As the deep sea is a heterotrophic system relying mainly on
the downward flux of surface primary production and is often considered food limited,
changes in quality and quantity of production in the euphotic zone may have profound
effects on the deep-sea faunal communities (Smith et al., 2008). Recent evidence
indicates an expansion of the least productive surface waters of the global ocean by
2
∼800 000 km /yr (Polovina et al., 2008) and future reduction in primary production over
large areas of the tropical/subtropical ocean caused by increased stratification (Behren2432
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feld et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2008). Although little is known as to how biodiversity is
being affected, some data on community changes is available. An example is the
“Amperima event”, which took place at 5000 m on the Porcupine Abyssal Plain (PAP,
NE Atlantic) between 1994 and 1997, where a population explosion of the holothurian
Amperima rosea has been documented and related to changes in reproductive output
resulting from changes in the quality and quantity of phytodetrital flux from the surface
(Billett et al., 2001; Wigham et al., 2003). In the Eastern Mediterranean, an extensive climate anomaly in the early 1990s modified the physico-chemical characteristics
of the deep waters (Roether et al., 1996). The abrupt decrease in temperature (of
about 0.4 ◦ C) and modified physico-chemical conditions over 2 years caused a significant change in benthic nematode biodiversity, a decrease of the functional diversity
and species evenness, and an increase in the similarity to colder deep-Atlantic fauna
(Danovaro et al., 2001, 2004). Furthermore, the observed increase in food availability
on the seafloor produced an increase in metazoan abundance (Danovaro et al., 2008;
Lampadariou et al., 2009). Given the high vulnerability of deep-sea fauna to temporal
and spatial variations in food availability (reviewed in Smith et al., 2008) and other environmental conditions, the progressive intensification of climate-driven episodic events,
ocean stratification and the rates of deep-sea warming, deep-sea fauna can be expected to undergo significant changes in response to present climate change.
Future effects of climate change to physical oceanographic processes have also
been suggested. For example, the warming of surface waters would cause serious alterations in water mass circulation and, most importantly, in deep-water formation, resulting in the deep sea eventually becoming anoxic. Climatologically-induced changes
include also the variation in periodicity and intensity of episodic events such as deepwater cascading (Canals et al., 2006; Company et al., 2008), the abrupt change in
the thermoaline conditions such as the Eastern Mediterranean transient (Danovaro et
al., 2001, 2004), the release of methane gas from methane hydrates, normally kept
“frozen” under very proscribed conditions with a positive feedback on global warming
(Kenvelvoden, 1988) and an increase in the extension of pelagic and benthic OMZs
2433
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(Stramma et al., 2008) caused by stratification of the upper ocean (Keeling et al.,
2010). Models predict a decline in oxygen of 1–7% over the next century (Keeling
et al., 2010). The effects of such environmental changes on the deep-sea fauna are
mostly unknown, although some predictions include changes in community composition and structure, diversity loss, altered transfers of organic matter from the shelf to
abyssal depths, altered migrations in the pelagic realm, changes in the bentho-pelagic
coupling and in the global biogeochemical cycle.
Carbon dioxide build-up in the atmosphere, which leads to global warming, will also
cause an increase in dissolved CO2 in seawater, leading to a significant acidification of
the oceans. Predictions suggest that surface pH will fall quite rapidly and the calcium
carbonate compensation depth will rise in the water column. Increased acidification of
the water column may result in the dissolution of the calcium carbonate skeletons of
deep-water corals (Guinotte et al., 2006) and in the shells of adult molluscs and echinoderms. There is already evidence that larvae with aragonite skeletons are severely
affected by lowered pH (Kurihara, 2008). Smith et al. (2008) have outlined a scenario
for the deep sea in a high CO2 world. Under present-day conditions (CO2 =385 ppm)
diatoms and large zooplankton dominate surface primary and secondary production
and there is a relatively high downward flux of this material, with about 5% of surface
production reaching the deep-sea bed, at times forming a labile phytodetrital layer that
gives rise to high sediment community oxygen consumption. By 2100 the CO2 levels
are predicted to rise to 540 ppm. Under these conditions, surface plankton will be dominated by picoplankton and microzooplankton, the mixed depth layer will be shallower
and 1% of surface production will reach the seabed, resulting in lower benthic biomass,
abundance and smaller body size.
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9 Conclusions
The largest environment on Earth, the deep-sea, has a number of characteristics that
make it a unique ecosystem. Below we summarise the top 10 reasons why the deep2434
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sea is a unique ecosystem, still mostly unknown, that needs detailed and focused
exploration and investigation into the future using state-of-the art technology, both for
sampling at sea and for analyses in the laboratory, and with large-scale international
coordination of these efforts (Snelgrove, 2010). Increasing anthropogenic pressure
in deep-sea habitats demands detailed scientific information from which to develop
management and conservation efforts (Levin and Dayton, 2009).
9.1 Top 10 characteristics that make the deep sea unique
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1. The deep sea is the largest environment on Earth but one of the least studied.
It includes a variety of unique habitats, with a large number of discoveries in the
last 50 years. The global area covered by many of these habitats is still largely
unknown and the proportion investigated is minimal. Hadal regions (>6000 to
11 000 m) remain the least studied of all deep-sea environments.
2. The lack of photosynthetically-usable sunlight below 250 m results in a lack of
primary production in most deep-sea ecosystems (Gage and Tyler, 1991). Exceptions include reducing deep-sea habitats (e.g. hydrothermal vents and cold
seeps) where chemosynthetic microorganisms play the role of primary producers, with net gain of organic carbon (Jannasch, 1995).
3. Deep-sea benthic communities are amongst the most food-limited on the globe
(Smith et al., 2008), yielding low faunal biomass and productivity (Rex et al., 2006;
Rowe et al., 2008), except in chemosynthetically driven ecosystems and beneath
upwelling regions.
4. Deep-sea diversity is among the highest on Earth (Hessler and Sanders, 1967;
Snelgrove and Smith, 2002), with a unimodal diversity depth pattern (Rex et al.,
1981, 1993), a poleward trend of decreasing diversity, and high evenness (Gage
and Tyler, 1991; Flach and de Bruin, 1999) except in habitats where “extreme”
2435
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environmental factors (e.g. vents, seeps, OMZs) force high dominance of a few
specially-adapted species.

5

10

15

5. Characteristic deep-sea communities are distinct from shallow-water fauna. Although no invertebrate phyla are exclusive to deep-sea ecosystems, at lower
taxonomic levels several otherwise rare groups of animals and abundant large
protozoans dominate biomass, energy flow and biodiversity patterns in deep-sea
sediments.
6. The interconnected nature of the deep sea, the small sampling coverage achieved
to date and the paucity of species descriptions from even those collections make
taxonomic coordination particularly difficult but especially important in understanding large-scale (regional and global) diversity patterns (Mora et al., 2002).
7. Many deep-sea species show either gigantism (amphipods, isopods, pycnogonids, some holothurians such as Psychropotes longicauda, xenophyophores) or
dwarfism (nematodes, protobranch bivalves and many other taxa). In both cases,
the main mechanism invoked is an adaptation to the decrease in food availability
with depth.

20

8. Although some areas of the deep-sea remain uncontaminated, there is an increasing impact of human activities on deep-sea habitats and communities, related to the decrease of natural and mineral resources on land and in shallow
waters and coupled to technological advances.

25

9. The effects of anthropogenic impacts on deep-sea habitats and communities are
still mostly unknown and difficult to predict because of the many rare species, special habitats and often slow growth and delayed maturity of deep-water species.
Ecosystem services provided by the deep sea are in their infancy but will increase
with technological development.
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10. Management and conservation of deep-sea ecosystems is often complex and
under-developed because of the lack of scientific knowledge as well as the remoteness of the habitats, the majority of which are found in international waters.
5
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Table 1. Year of discovery of new habitats and/or ecosystems from Forbe’s Azoic Theory to
date. OMZ, Oxygen Minimum Zone; MOR, Mid-Ocean Ridge.

BGD
7, 2361–2485, 2010

Deep-sea habitat

Year

Reference

Fine sediment (400 m)
Fine sediment (600 m)
Fine sediment (2000 m)
Submarine canyons
Seamounts (geologic feature)
Sponge fields
Open water
Fine sediment (abyssal)
Manganese nodules
Cold-water corals (as distinct ecosystem)
OMZ pelagic
OMZ benthic
Whale falls (as source of food)
Mud volcanoes
Trenches
Wood falls
MOR (as spreading ridges)
Back-arc basins
MOR (fast spreading)
Xenophyophore fields
Deep hipersaline anoxic basins
Cold seeps
MOR (slow spreading)
Whale falls (as chemosynthetic habitat)
Brine pool (as chemosynthetic habitat)
Asphalt habitat (Chapopote)
Large bare rock region South Pacific

1840
1849
1862
1863
1869
1870
1876
1876
1876
1922
1925
1928
1934
1934
1948
1952
1963
1971
1977
1979
1983
1984
1986
1989
1990
2004
2006

Forbes (1844)
Sars (1849)
Jenkin (1862)
Dana (1863)
Ankarcrona (1869)
Thomson (1873)
Challenger Report (1885)
Challenger Report (1885)
Challenger Report (1885)
Broch (1922)
Hentschel (1936)
Spiess (1928)
Krogh (1934)
Chhibber (1934)
Belyaev (1989)
Galathea Report (1956)
Vine and Mathews (1963)
Karig (1971)
Lonsdale (1977)
Rice et al. (1979)
Jongsma (1983)
Paull et al. (1984)
Rona et al. (1986)
Smith et al. (1989)
MacDonald et al. (1990)
MacDonald et al. (2004)
Rea et al. (2006)
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Table 2. Area coverage (known or estimated) of the major deep-sea habitats, with indications
of the proportion of ocean floor covered and the proportion that has been investigated to date.

Habitat

Area (km2 )

% of ocean floor

Proportion investigated

References

Deep water (pelagic)
Deep seafloor
Abyssal plains
Continental margin
(150 to 3500 m depth)
Ridges

1 000 000 000 km3
326 000 000 km2
244 360 000 km2
40 00 000 km2

73% of water in oceans
100%
75%
11%

0.0001%
0.0001%
<1%
minimal

Herring (2002); Vecchione, pers. Comm.
Tyler (2003)
Gerlach (1994)
L. Menot, unpublished data

55 000 km long; 30 000 000 km2
(young crest <1 myr)
8 500 000 km2

9.20%

10%

2.6%
1%
unknown

0.25–0.28% (250–280 seamounts
sampled of ca. 100 000)
minimal
minimal

Area: German, estimated from German et al. (2004);
Exploration: Baker and German (2004)
Seamounts Online (2009), http://seamounts.sdsc.edu
Blankenship and Williams, in press
Estimated from Shepard and Dill, 1966 and GEBCO

0.35%
0.08%
unknown

<1%
minimal
10% (200 known vents of ca. 2000)

0.003%
0.00001%

2%
0.005% (∼30 out of 690 000 estimated sulfide-rich whale falls)

Seamounts
Hadal zone
Canyons

OMZ (benthic)
Cold-water coral reefs
Hydrothermal vents
Cold seeps
Whale falls

37 trenches (area not estimated)
448 canyons with a total estimated lenght of 25 000 km. Area
unknown
2
1 148 000 km
2
estimated 280 000 km
Approx. 2000 vents. Area unknown
10 000 km2
∼35 km2 (690 000 whale falls
2
with ca. 50 m per fall)

E. Ramirez-Llodra et al.
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Conclusions

References

Tables

Figures

Helly and Levin (2004)
UNEP, http://www.unep.org/cold water reefs/comparison.htm
German et al. (2004)

J

I

Cordes, pers. comm.
Smith and Baco (2003); Smith (2006); Treude et al. (2009)
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Fig. 1. The NE Atlantic seafloor showing some of the distinct deep-sea ecosystems: continental
margins – which can include canyons (arrow), cold seeps and cold water corals, abyssal plains,
seamounts and the mid-ocean ridge, where hydrothermal vents are found. © Åge Høines,
MAR-ECO.
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Fig. 2. Habitat discovery rate from Forbes’ Azoic theory to date. For details of habitats considered, see Table 1.
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Fig. 3. Energy input in different deep-sea ecosystems. Heterotrophic communities are fuelled
by primary production of phytoplankton in the surface layers of the ocean that use solar energy
(photosynthesis) as the source of energy. Chemosynthetic communities are fuelled by primary
production of microorganisms that use chemical energy from reduced chemical compounds
(chemosynthesis) coming from the Earth’s interior, or by large detrital parcels, such as whale
falls and wood falls. Modified from Sibuet and Olu-Leroy (2002).
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Fig. 4. Examples of deep-sea fauna. (A), aplacophoran © Mike Vecchione, NMFS. (B), monoplacophoran © Lisa Levin, SIO. (C), Xenophyophore © Paul Tyler, NOC/NERC. (D), Sipunculid
from bathyal depths in the NW Mediterranean © Ariadna Mechó, ICM-CSIC. (E), Echiuran ©
Paul Tyler, NOCS. (F), Pycnogonid © Paul Tyler, NOCS. (G), Sursumura from the Lazarev
Sea deep sea (Southern Ocean) © Torben Riehl. (H), Male of the family Munnidae (Isopoda)
from the SO deep sea © Dr. Wiebke Brökeland.
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Fig. 5. An assortment of deep pelagic animals. (a), Aeginura grimaldii (a cnidarian jellyfish);
(b), Bolinopsis sp. (a ctenophore comb jelly); (c), Clione limacine (a gastropod mollusc, or
swimming snail); (d), Phronima sp. (an amphipod crustacean arthropod that lives inside a salp);
(e), Gnathophausia sp. (a lophogastrid crustacean arthropod); (f), Ephyrina sp. (a decapods
crustacean arthropod, or shrimp); (g), Bolitaena pygmaea (an octopod cephalopod mollusc);
(h), Iasis zonaria (a urochordate chordate, or salp); (i), Argyropelecus sp. (a vertebrate chordate, or hatchetfish); (j), Stomias boa (a vertebrate chordate, or scaly dragonfish). All photos
by David Shale, MAR-ECO project, taken on the G.O. Sars cruise to the Mid-Atlantic Ridge,
summer 2004.
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Fig. 6. Latitudinal patterns of benthic biodiversity (expressed as nematode species richness)
from deep-sea sediments along continental margins. Reported are the results from: NE Atlantic
(Celtic margin), E Atlantic (Portuguese margin), W Mediterranean (Catalan margin), C Mediterranean (Southern Adriatic), E Mediterranean (Cretan margin), Arctic (Nordic margin/Svalbard).
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Fig. 7. Bathymetric patterns of benthic biodiversity (expressed as nematode species richness)
in deep-sea sediments along continental margins. Reported are the results from: NE Atlantic
(Celtic margin), E Atlantic (Portuguese margin), W Mediterranean (Catalan margin), C Mediterranean (Southern Adriatic), E Mediterranean (Cretan margin), Arctic (Nordic margin/Svalbard).
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Fig. 8. Bathymetric patterns of evenness of the benthic biodiversity (expressed as Pielou index, J) in deep-sea sediments along continental margins. Reported are the results from: NE
Atlantic (Celtic margin), E Atlantic (Portuguese margin), W Mediterranean (Catalan margin), C
Mediterranean (Southern Adriatic), E Mediterranean (Cretan margin).
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Fig. 9. Rarefied isopod species richness from ANDEEP I-III deep-sea stations (filled circles
and line) and predicted asymptotic multi-model species richness with 95% confidence limits
(empty circle and associated error bars). The multi-model approach incorporates the uncertainty associated with selecting the “best” model to fit to data. Sampling data are from Brandt
et al. (2007). Modelling approach follows Mora et al. (2008).
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Fig. 10. Rate of new nematode species described from the deep-sea over the last 40 years.
Data from A. Vanreusel.
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Fig. 11. Relationship between number of adult copepod specimens (N) and number of species
(S) in abyssal sediments. Data from P. Martinez.
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Fig. 12. Time lag between discovery and description of abyssal species. Data from P. Martinez.
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Fig. 13. Description rate of abyssal species during past 150 years. Upper curve: cumulative
rate; lower curve: percentage of total per time unit. Data from P. Martinez.
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Fig. 14. Rate of new species descriptions in isopod crustaceans from the Antarctic shelf versus
the abyss over the past 120 years. Few species have been described from the deep sea to date,
and most of them have been described in the last 4 decades (from Kaiser and Barnes, 2008).
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